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Abstract	

The paper considers the role of Africa’s regional 
economic communi6es (RECs) in increasing the 
returns to African countries from gold mining and 
advancing the economic transforma6on agenda of 
the numerous gold provinces on the con6nent. 
Several op6ons are considered for the use of gold 
and gold mining to increase economic returns from 
the sector. Beneficia6on, i.e. the transforma6on of 
gold into gold jewellery, while poten6ally the most 
beneficial in terms of possible employment crea6on 
is the least commercial ly propi6ous. The 
strengthening of fiscal linkages is vital given the 
incidence of gold smuggling and allega6ons of gold 
theG as well as the prevalence of illicit financial 
flows. The third op6on is to aIempt to develop 
backward linkages through the development of 
mining feedstocks.  The poten6al economic benefits 
of backward linkages are es6mated in the mining 
sector. This op6on of development runs into the 
problem of economic polarisa6on where mining 
feedstock would almost certainly be produced in a 
small number of countries, most notably South 
Africa. A regional architecture is suggested that 
would create a ‘mining feedstock community’ similar 
to Europe’s coal and steel community with 
appropriate mechanisms for counterac6ng the 
effects of trade and economic polarisa6on. In both 
the case of fiscal and backward linkages the role of 
the African RECs are central. However, the proposal 
faces considerable poli6cal hurdles.  

Keywords:  Gold, Mining, and Regional Economic 
Communi6es.  

A.	 Introduc3on		

The purpose of this paper is to examine the op6ons 
for the development of new growth sectors in Africa 
using one of the con6nent’s most important and 
expanding exports - gold. There exist several op6ons 
for the management of the resource. At a poli6cal as 
opposed to an economic level the one most 
commonly argued use is that gold should be 
processed into jewellery. The world's biggest 
producers of jewellery are India and China. And for 
the former, there are almost no mineral resources. 
The most important and tangible driving force for 
African countries in terms of gold beneficia6on is the 
4.3 million Indian ci6zens employed in the 
produc6on of jewellery (which includes gold, 
diamonds and other metals and gems)[2]. In many 
cases, these Indian producers are making use of 
gems and precious metals coming from African 
countries as the country has few opera6ng mines 
producing these commodi6es.  

The paper begins with a considera6on of the 
increasing importance of gold mining and exports to 
African countries. It considers three separate 
approaches to making use of the gold resources for 
economic transforma6on. The first is the poli6cal 
aspira6on of African leaders to make use of gold for 
the manufacture of gold jewellery, i.e. beneficia6on. 
This objec6ve is very much at the heart of poli6cal 
and aspira6onal documents of African leaders such 
as the African Mining Vision [3] as well as regional 
industrial policies[4]. The second part of the paper 
considers the appropriate role of regional bodies in 
assis6ng African countries deal with what appears to 
be the increasing incidence of gold theG and 
smuggling, illicit financial  flows and other forms of 
trade malprac6ce that occur both in large-scale 
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mining (LSM) and  amongst small-scale and ar6sanal 
gold miners (ASGM). The third part of the paper 
looks at the type of trade and economic 
arrangements that are necessary to assure that 
African countries benefit from backward linkages to 
the gold mining sector which are amongst the 
commercially more propi6ous op6ons for gold 
producing countries. However, to overcome the issue 
of inherent geographic and economic dispari6es 
between African countries and the resul6ng 
economic polarisa6on that is likely to occur with any 
aIempt to develop backward linkages a regional 
approach is suggested that recognises the 
constraints to a transforma6onal approach to the 
minerals sector.  

Coupled with a large number of mines becoming 
marginal, and with the prevalence of economies of 
scale[5], African countries have sought to create 
employment by trying to lever their gold resources in 
such a way as to aIain greater value addi6on 
through beneficia6on[6]. By beneficia6on, it is 
meant the crea6on of forward linkages though some 
countries have sought to develop backward linkages 
which will also be analysed later in the study.  
  
B.		Gold	in	the	African	Context	

In 1968 South Africa produced some 77% of what 
was the non-communist world’s supply of gold. It is 
es6mated that some 40% of the world’s total gold 
s u p p l y c a m e f r o m t h e m i n e s o f t h e 
Witwatersrand[7]. Regarding employment, it peaked 
in 1988 in South Africa at 480,000[8] but had fallen 
to 120,000 in 2016. Extrapola6ng from the South 
African employment figures gold mining in Africa 
would employ approximately 470,000 workers in the 
African large-scale gold mining sector. Employment 
in the ASGM was considerably more significant than 
that of the LSM sector though no reliable 
employment es6mate for the sector in Africa is 
available. The value of this produc6on for exports 
can only be es6mated given that gold trade sta6s6cs 
are notoriously inaccurate. The value of African 
produc6on was an es6mated US$23.6 billion in 
2016[9]. Thus, based on these price calcula6ons, 
gold produc6on cons6tutes some 7.3% of total 
African exports for 2016.  

Currently, half the gold mines in the Witwatersrand 
are considered to be marginal[10] as many are 
opera6ng at depths of some 3,000 metres. South 
Africa has declined from producing 77% of world 
supply to slightly over 5% in 2016 but remains the 
single largest producer in Africa accoun6ng for 22% 
of total African mined produc6on in 2016.  Despite 
this decline in the importance of South Africa, Africa 
as a whole has become an increasingly important 
supplier of gold with African countries being 
amongst five of the top twenty producers. 

Source: GFMS Thompson Reuters  

Gold is produced and exported in significant 
quan66es by some 19 African countries out of 54 
members of the African Union. According to the 
World Bank database, there are 102 producing gold 
mines in Africa. There are 82 mines in the advanced 
stage of planning which brings the total countries 
from the database that are both producing and are 
in the advanced stage to 28. This number does not 
include gold coming from ar6sanal and small-scale 
gold mines (ASGM) which frequently creates far 
more employment than hard rock mines but is 
produced in small volumes. 

The importance of African gold producers is depicted 
in Figures 2 (a) and (b) below. As can be seen even 
with the decline in South African produc6on there 
has been a significant increase in total African gold 
produc6on over the last decade. This has been the 
direct result of the decreased perceived risk of 
mining explora6on and development in what were 
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Figure 1: Top 20 Mined Gold Producers (2016) 
Source: GFMS Thompson Reuters 
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otherwise undeveloped jurisdic6ons,  many of which 
had experienced rela6ve to that which existed in the 
1990's during the periods of intense armed conflict 
in the 1980's and 1990's high conflict in Africa.  

While African gold produc6on has been rising over 
the last decade and coming from an ever increasing 
number of countries which have tradi6onally not 
been gold mining provinces e.g. Egypt the number of 

refineries has not significantly changed and the only 
refinery that is accredited to produce ‘Good Delivery’ 
gold bars is the Rand Refinery in Germiston South 
Africa[11]. There are at least seven other refineries 
in Africa[12], outside of South Africa, but none are 
accredited to the London Bullion Metal Associa6on 
(LBMA) and hence cannot produce bars that can be 
traded in the loco-London market OTC  which 
accounts for 70% of world trade.  There was one 
other  refinery,  Fidelity Printers in Zimbabwe[13] 
which had LBMA accredita6on and fell below the 
minimum level of produc6on for LBMA accredita6on 
of 10 tonnes per annum during the 2008/9 crisis and 
lost its accredita6on leaving the Rand Refinery as a 
monopoly on the African con6nent. However, given 
the global nature of refining and the rela6vely high 
cost of transporta6on of doré along with very large 
excess capacity amongst LBMA accredited refineries 
this monopoly may be of limited commercial value. 
Many of the small refineries that are doIed around 
the con6nent derive their supplies from the ASGM 
sector and would find it very challenging to be able 
to control their value chains and iden6fy their 
suppliers. 

C.			Forward	Linkages-	Gold	Beneficia<on	and	
Jewellery	Manufacturing	

Three poten6al uses of gold stand as possible areas 
of downstream beneficia6on. Historically and s6ll to 
this day the most important is jewellery produc6on. 
Of the 4,511 tonnes of gold produced by primary 
refineries and secondary recyclers, some 1,891 
tonnes was used for manufacturing jewellery which 
historically is the oldest and most significant 
manufactured use of gold. A further 354 tonnes was 
used in various manufacturing ac6vi6es such as 
electronics, dental use and ornamental uses. In all of 
these manufactured uses, gold has become less 
significant with manufacturers seeking cheaper 
alterna6ves where they can. Even the tradi6onal use 
of gold to weave wedding gowns has succumbed to 
the new price peak for gold established in the wake 
of the 2012 boom and have begun using gold of 
lower caratage for weaving into dresses. The 
produc6on of jewellery remaining the only area with 
poten6al to create both employment and forward 
linkages.  
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Poli6cal leaders commonly argue that having an 
endowment of mineral resources in a country should 
provide a source of commercial advantage for those 
wishing to add value to their unprocessed minerals. 
The empirical evidence does not necessarily support 
this argument, and many African countries have 
struggled to transform the presence of minerals into 
a commercial advantage further down the value 
chain. The case of South Africa, which in the 1960’s 
produced, in any year, over 70% of the world’s gold 
and a similar percentage of diamonds un6l the 
1970’s while remaining the world's dominant 
producer of pla6num (68% of world produc6on in 
2015) stands as an essen6al counter-example as it 
never developed a very significant gold jewellery 
fabrica6on capacity despite concerted aIempts to 
do so in both the pre and post-apartheid era.  This 
industry, at least as it pertains to the local market is 
now in rapid decline to the point where some 
80-90% of jewellery sales in South Africa are 
currently imported[14]. In South Africa, the use of 
gold in the manufacturing of jewellery stood at 2.5 
tonnes in 2016, down from 7 tonnes in 2007[15].  
Due to trade preference arrangements in the USA 
such as AGOA jewellery exports have expanded while 
produc6on for the local market has declined.  

Many countries in Africa have gems and jewels and 
in many cases a long history of gold jewellery 
produc6on da6ng back to the pre-colonial era and 
therefore it is seen at a poli6cal level as a logical 
reason for aIemp6ng to develop a local jewellery 
manufacturing sector. However, this indigenous 
capacity to make and refine gold only exists in small 
pockets. The bulk jewellery sector in Africa for 
Africans is made up of produc6on of products, not 
made from gold but are referred to as costume 
jewellery and these are imported mainly from China. 
There exists a small local and tourist market for gold 
as well as one in the African diaspora. 

Produc6on of gold jewellery in such volumes that 
would absorb significant numbers of unemployed 
African workers would require incen6ves to induce 
Green-fields investors to consider an African country 
as a loca6on for such an investment. Any state must 
review the following facts (and constraints) 

considering the development of such forward 
linkages:  
• Declining Global gold jewellery demand.. This 

decline in gold use and demand exists at a global 
level despite rising consump6on in India and 
China, the world’s two largest producers and 
consumers of gold jewellery. The decline in 
demand stemming from a change in taste 
amongst a  new genera6on of so-called 
‘Millennials' who have less interest in gold 
jewellery given the widening range of luxury 
commodi6es available to them.   

• The commercial reality of compe66on. India and 
China are both biggest markets for gold jewellery 
but at the same 6me the biggest and the world’s 
most compe66ve exporters of gold jewellery. The 
advantage of commercial, physical and cultural 
proximity of Indian and Chinese gold jewellery 
producers to their local consumers should not be 
seen as minor by those contempla6ng entry.  
Furthermore, both India and China have Export 
Processing Zones (EPZs) which offer the usual 
range of tax concessions and duty and VAT free 
trading that are found in many countries for the 
produc6on and export of Jewellery. 

• Cost of unskilled, skilled and professional labour. In 
c o m p a r i s o n t o I n d i a a n d C h i n a , t h e 
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Figure 3: India, China and RoW Gold Jewellery 
Consump6on (tonnes per annum 1995-2016)

Source: World Gold Council  hIps://www.gold.org/
research/gold-demand-trends/gold-demand-trends-full-
year-2016/jewellery and author’s calcula6on 
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aforemen6oned costs are considerably higher in 
southern Africa. The charts below present the 

differences in costs. 

• Lack of commercial advantage. Having a gold mine 
in a country provides absolutely no source of 
commercial advantage to gold jewellery 
manufacturers because of required processing 
(refining). In Namibia for example, a country which 
produced 6.6 tonnes of gold for export in 2016 yet 
has no refinery and exports its gold for further 
processing in South Africa. Gold jewellery 
manufacturers in Windhoek report that they have 
to pay a 7% premium over spot price for fine 
jewellery delivered to Windhoek from South 
Africa. Therefore without a gold refinery, gold 
mining is not a source of a commercial advantage 
down the value chain. In the case of South Africa 
who has a gold finance policy, goldsmiths training 
program, Jewellery makers, designers as well as 
the most significant domes6c market in Africa and 
has abundant supplies of gold, diamonds and 
pla6num and has had them for over a century has 
not been able to develop an interna6onally 
compe66ve jewellery industry. With domes6c 
demand in South Africa catered for by imports of 
as much as 80-90% of gold Jewellery according to 
industry sources.  

• The alterna6ve in ar6sanal gold, 6me frame and 
significant investment. Ar6sanal gold jewellery 
manufacturing may provide a basis for some 
downstream processing of gold but is not likely to 
give rise to a sector with considerable 
employment effects in the medium term. It also 
requires significant investment by government in 
refining capacity, transport and storage capacity; 
training, incubator and mentoring schemes; gold 
fi n a n c i n g p ro g ra m s , h a l l m a r k i n g , w e b 
development and IT enhancement.  This 
cons6tutes a s ign ificant investment by 
government and the experience from South Africa 
suggests that only a small percentage of those 
trained in the area of gold jewellery design and 
produc6on find employment.   

2)	Lateral	Tax	Linkages		

There have been two principal benefits that are 
seen by governments from the existence of large-
scale gold mining (LSGM) opera6ons in their 
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Figure 4 (a & b) Index of Unskilled Wages (a) and 
Professional Salaries (b) in SADC and Asian Countries                                                               

(a)

(b) 

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit (Custom Research) Survey, 
May 2012 NB: Index; (Botswana = 100)
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jurisdic6ons. First, gold has been recognised as a 
source of dynamic and technically sophis6cated 
employment for the local popula6on. This benefit 
may shortly be eroded almost en6rely by the effects 
of the applica6on of ar6ficial intelligence in the 
mining sector which will lead in turn to fully 
mechanisa6on of the mining process. It is es6mated 
that the full mechanisa6on of the mining sector will 
result in some 200,000 job losses in the SADC region 
alone[16]. Second gold mining has provided 
substan6al fiscal benefits for countries but three 
incidents in the last 2-3 years suggest that 
governments in sub-Saharan African are achieving a 
less than op6mal linkage between the gold mining 
opera6ons and the level of tax flows. These include:  

i.	The	Acacia	(Barrack	Gold)	-Tanzania	gold	dispute		

In early March 2017, the Tanzanian Ministry of 
Minerals issued a press release banning the export 
of gold-bearing concentrate and arguing that the 
concentrate should be exported in a more processed 
form[17]. In late March 2017 the President of 
Tanzania, Mr Magafuli paid a very public visit to the 
port of Dar Es Salaam to inspect some 277 
containers of concentrate that were held there 
pending approval of authori6es[18].  There were two 
Presiden6al CommiIees, the first of which in May 
2017 concluded that the shipment in the Port of Dar 
Es Salaam contained levels of gold that were 
approximately ten 6mes that which Acacia had 
declared. Acacia stated that it was not given a full 
copy of the report[19]. In response to the findings, 
Acacia issued a press release saying[20]:  

  Acacia’s verified data shows that the 277 containers 
at Dar Es Salaam port contain 26,000 ounces of gold 
in total.  Each of these containers contain on average 
around 3 kg (around 100 ounces) of Gold, 3 kg of 
Silver and 3,000 kg of Copper.  The CommiIee’s 
findings were that the gold content of these 
containers, which represent one month's produc6on,   
totalled  7.8  tonnes  (or  250,000  ounces). In 2016, 
Acacia produced and sold 250,000 ounces of gold in 
concentrate from these two mines in the whole of 
the year.    

‘The CommiIee's findings imply that Bulyanhulu and 
Buzwagi each produce more than 1.5  million ounces 

of gold per year.  This would mean they are the two 
largest gold producers in the world; that Acacia is the 
world's third-largest gold producer; and that Acacia 
produces more gold from just three mines than 
companies like AngloGold Ashan6 produce  from 19 
mines, Goldcorp from 11 mines, and Kinross from 
their nine mines.'   

The results were widely dismissed in mining 
circles[21] and even amongst those who were 
broadly sympathe6c to Tanzania’s posi6on and the 
obvious need for reform of its mining tax regime[22]. 
The failure by Tanzania to present the results publicly 
along with technical annexes and to be completely 
transparent only served to worsen investor 
percep6ons of the country. 

However, this apparently irra6onal dispute 
conducted in an opaque manner has its origins in the 
mining tax regime imposed on Tanzania in the 1990's 
by the World Bank. As late as 2016 aGer many years 
of opera6ons, Acacia's two mines Bulyanhulu and 
Buzwagi, which together produced some 450,000 oz 
of gold in that year paid no company tax.  Both 
mines have been in opera6on since 2001 and 2009 
respec6vely and have paid no company tax while 
producing a total of 4 million oz of gold[23]. This 
experience is not only the case with Tanzanian gold 
but also the situa6on as it pertains to Zambian 
copper that we see poorly designed mining tax 
regimes of the 1990’s resul6ng in a cycle of state – 
company disputes that have been referred to broadly 
and dismissively as ‘resource na6onalism'. These 
poorly designed laws draGed as they were during the 
period of ‘high globalisa6on,' i.e. 1995-2005 resulted 
in an unstable commercial environment that has 
harmed both investors and governments. 

The mine owners responded to the obvious need to 
nego6ate another agreement with Tanzania to 
resolve the dispute. To that end Barrick the majority 
of Acacia moved to begin nego6a6ons with the 
Tanzanian government. On October 17th, 2017 
Barrick Gold Corpora6on announced that the 
Company and the Government of Tanzania have 
agreed on a framework[24] for a new partnership 
between Acacia Mining plc and the Government of 
Tanzania, whereby economic benefits generated by 
Acacia’s opera6ons would be shared with Tanzania 
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on a 50/50 basis going forward. Barrick Gold 
Corpora6on provided the following details 
concerning the proposal for a new, 21st-century 
partnership with the Government of Tanzania. At the 
6me of wri6ng the nego6a6ons between the 
Government of Tanzania and Barrick Gold are on-
going.     

By May 2018 there s6ll had been no formal 
agreement between the par6es to a revised taxa6on 
regime for the effected Acacia owned mines in 
Tanzania.  In May 2018 the Government of Tanzania 
revoked a reten6on license held by Glencore and 
Barrick Gold. The licence for the Kabanga nickel 
project in northwestern Tanzania, which was among 
11 reten6on licences cancelled by the government 
under the Mining (Mineral Rights) Regula6ons of 
2018[25]. 

ii.		UNCTAD	–	RSA	Chamber	of	Mines	Gold	Trade	
Dispute	over	Illicit	Financial	Flows	

The second recent interna6onal dispute in the gold 
sector has surrounded the publica6on of a report in 
2016 by UNCTAD on trade misinvoicing en6tled 
‘Trade misinvoicing in primary commodi6es in 
developing countries: the cases of Chile, Cote 
d’Ivoire, South Africa and Zambia’[26]; which tried to 
address and shed light on misinvoicing among 
mining companies. The study used the UN Comtrade 
database, from which it compared reported exports 
by product and country des6na6on with the 
reported imports of the products by those same 
countries. The study found huge discrepancies 
between export values reported by the expor6ng 
countries and import values in the impor6ng 
countries of the same product. Over-invoicing was 
found in Chile (copper), and both over and under-
invoicing of the same product in different years-
Nigeria (Oil), Zambia (copper) and South Africa (silver 
and pla6num). The report stated that the companies 
had misappropriated as much as 67 percent of 
export revenue in the countries studied. For South 
Africa, the report calculated cumula6ve under-
invoicing over the period 2000-2014 to have 
amounted to USD 102.8 billion: USD 600 million (iron 
ore); USD 24 billion (silver and pla6num); and USD 
78.2 billion for gold. From which one of their main 
conclusions was that gold was deliberately being 

smuggled out of South Africa (even though their 
report claims this is not possible by just looking at 
the data) [27]. 

In response to this, the Chamber of Mines in South 
Africa commissioned Eunomix research to scru6nise 
the report. Unsurprisingly given the weakness of 
African trade data, they found conflic6ng results to 
those of the UNCTAD report. They acquired their 
data from Sta6s6cs SA, SARS and the Chamber of 
Mines that is publicly available. Through which the 
found the gap between exports from SA versus 
imports from trading partners to be USD 19.5 billion 
and not USD 78.2 billion. They argued errors in 
reports with trading partners could explain this. 

The above findings further ‘substan6a6ng' the calls 
by the South African Chamber of Mines for the 
UNCTAD report to acknowledge its shortcomings. 
Major cri6cisms of the report stem from the data 
source, the methodology that the UNCTAD report 
used and the conclusions that have been drawn. The 
methodology used in the UNCTAD report, in 
summary, was as follows[29]: 

‘Trade between two countries A and B are said to 
exhibit export misinvoicing when the value of 
exports from country A to its trading partner country 
B, as reported by country A, is significantly different 
from the value of imports by country B from country 
A, as reported in country B’s data’ - UNCTAD (2016).  

Upon scru6ny, it was found that the methodology 
used had severe limita6ons that led to flawed 
conclusions on the purported missing gold. In 
regards to the data source and methodology, the 
United Na6ons Sta6s6cal Division (UNSD) cau6oned 
against straight country to country analysis due to 
amongst other reasons: different trade sta6s6cs 
repor6ng systems; country of origin versus country 
of des6na6on; Free On Board (FOB) and Cost, 
Insurance and Freight (CIF) differences. However, 
these issues were something the UNCTAD report 
“omiIed” [30]. 

Ins6tu6ons such as Interna6onal Financial Integrity 
which undertake a regular analysis of these issues of 
commercial malprac6ce suggest that gold data from 
South Africa is so poor that no real conclusions can 
be drawn[31]:  
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‘….irreconcilable issues in the des6na6on repor6ng 
of Zambia’s copper exports and South Africa’s gold 
exports distort bilateral es6mates of misinvoicing to 
such a degree that bilateral es6ma6ons of 
misinvoicing for these countries are of liIle prac6cal 
use.’ 

Another flaw in the UNCTAD study was pointed out 
by SARS that, ‘in the case of SA and some others 
there are large differences between the declared 
export and the final product at the des6na6on, 
therefore, the analysis of the UNCTAD report should 
not have blankly generalised the issue that the 
difference between the exports and arrivals 
represented mis-invoicing’[32].  

The shorzalls of the report cannot be ignored. 
However, it does bring to light huge discrepancies by 
authori6es and monitoring agencies (where they 
may be some) that cannot be swept under the rag 
due to methodological issues as even the reports 
debunking it shows that even though the losses are 
not as severe, there are loses and reasons behind 
them need to be scru6nized. As the UNCTAD 
Secretary-General (Dr Kituyi, 2017 as reported by 
fin24) argued[33], ‘Just making a blanket statement 
to say a report by the United Na6ons Conference on 
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) on mis-invoicing 
in South Africa’s gold industry is not true is not the 
solu6on as it does not take away the fact that mis-
invoicing is taking place.’  

The mining industry has historically been secre6ve 
with subsidiaries opera6ng in several jurisdic6ons, 
and transac6ons commonly occurring through tax 
havens and other jurisdic6ons where secrecy 
provisions are prevalent. Therefore, to know what 
transpires in such commercial transac6ons is not 
possible. However, these companies in the past have 
been known to use various tools to maximise profits 
of which misinvoicing is one. As alluded to in the 
UNCTAD report, merely looking at the data does not 
show whether there is over-invoicing or otherwise. 
Therefore, it is impera6ve that countries, in 
par6cular developing countries take the issue 
seriously. Monitoring agencies and governments 
need to know; the magnitude of deposits 
(commodi6es) they have, how much has been 
extracted, what is being traded, where it is exported.  

Unlike the case of Zambia's and Namibia’s copper 
that is recorded as going to Switzerland but are not 
recorded in Switzerland's imports, these must be 
appropriately registered so that gains from trade are 
shared equally to ensure that mining companies pay 
the taxes they ought to and not avoid taxes using 
mis-invoicing. 

iii.				Smuggling	of	Gold	in	West	and	Central	Africa		

Not only are the issues that pertain to fiscal policy 
limited to the discrepancies aforemen6oned as was 
the case with the UNCTAD study dispute with SARS 
and the on-going Acacia dispute in Tanzania but also 
the lack of harmonisa6on of tax policies and a lack of 
substan6al protec6on of the fron6ers. The lack of 
alignment of tax policies and weak fron6ers are 
highly prevalent issues on the con6nent. The 
con6nent is rife with several tax policies in principle 
to aIract FDI and extract rents from the sector. 
However, it is noted that it is this difference in tax 
policies that have contributed in part to the crea6on 
of illicit conduits and or hubs in the trade of minerals 
(par6cularly gold in this instance). 

There are several cases of countries being smuggling 
hubs coming to light and aIributed to the 
shortcomings men6oned above among others – 
more so in the ASM/ASGM sector. One such example 
is that of Mali, in which a new study found that 
Mali's export tax laws have turned it into a conduit 
for the export of West African gold to the UAE[34]. 
ASM/ASGM is largely an informal sector, partly due 
to its lack of recogni6on in comparison to hard rock 
mining. However, ASM/ASGM extracts considerable 
revenues and provides substan6al employment 
(amount over return for certain par6es involved). 
However, it is the nature of the prac6ce that is one 
of its shortcomings. In part due to its informal 
nature, the ASGM sector provides liIle reliable data 
on gold produc6on and trade, with an instance of 
official data indica6ng produc6on values of 4 tonnes 
per year, whereas government sta6s6cs reported 
20.4 tonnes in 2013 – a majority of which is believed 
to have been smuggled out of Mali[35]. Even with 
some form of harmonisa6on between Mali, Côte 
d’Ivoire and Burkina Faso of a 3% export tax on gold, 
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Mali’s export policy of applying tax to only the first 
50kg of gold exported per month – among other 
issues have made the country a central hub for 
smugglers from neighbouring countries. This is 
crea6ng a loss of tax income to its neighbouring 
countries as well as itself. Other discrepancies 
highlighted include: Mali's declara6on of 40 tonnes 
of gold produc6on for 2013, but the UAE alone 
imported 49.6 tonnes from the country in the same 
year and in 2014, whereas Mali declared 45.8 tonnes 
– the UAE imported 59.9 tonnes. In regards to 
Ar6sanal mining (par6cularly), it was es6mated that 
the country's ar6sanal mining sector produced 
around 36 tonnes of gold per year (significantly more 
than the 23.7 tonnes officially documented) [36] in 
2016.   

A lack of policy harmonisa6on is further illustrated as 
Sierra Leone's export tax on gold (unprocessed) – 
3%[37], whereas its neighbour Guinea – on the 
export of the ar6sanal produc6on of gold is at 1%. 
The aforemen6oned among other issues (another 
issue being differences in processing advancement 
and capacity) being aIributed to why minerals, in 
par6cular, gold is “smuggled” from Sierra Leone to 
Guinea.  

This issue is not unique to the aforemen6oned cases 
but is prevalent across several countries and regions 
across the con6nent and globe[39]. This further 
highlights the need for the formalisa6on of ASM/
ASGM – though several countries have seen 
improvements by amending their mining codes and 
recognising ASM/ASGM. This has however had liIle 
impact as there is s6ll uncertainty over actors along 
the value chain of ASMs that has leG room for 
exploita6on.  

3)	Backward	Linkages	and	Economic	Polarisa:on		

The developments of down-stream processing, i.e. 
beneficia6on, as well as lateral and backward 
linkages, are not mutually exclusive policy objec6ves, 
but they are oGen seen as compe6ng concepts. It is 
en6rely possible to pursue, where commercially 
viability can be demonstrated, forward and also 
backward linkages simultaneously. What will 
determine the viability of a par6cular policy direc6on 

will depend en6rely upon the stage of development 
of a country with regards to mining and the 
economies of scale that are achievable with the 
development of new mines. 

The size of the African market for capital goods and 
mining feedstocks for the gold sector is depicted 
below. It has been es6mated by extrapola6ng based 
on the volume of ore in the sector as compared to 
the en6re sector.  

Ore produc6on is a reasonably good proxy for the 
rela6ve size of the mining inputs market/demand 
(the more ore mined, the more mining machinery, 
explosives, detonators, grinding media, chemicals for 
concentra6on, smel6ng/refining plant equipment 
and consumables, etc.) [41]. In 2013 Africa extracted 
about 1000Mt of ore (excluding coal) and about 
300Mt of gold ore (RMD/SNL, 2015). Consequently, 
gold mining represents about 30% of all mining in 
Africa, ex-coal mining (about 150Mt in 2013), and 
probably represents roughly 30% of the con6nental 
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Table 1: Es6ma6on of African Mining and Gold 
Mining Capital Goods Market (Mt & US$ mn)

Notes: Countries that produced above 2 Mt of gold ore in 
2013, Import data for Mali is for 2012, 2013 not available, Ore 
produc6on data is from Raw Materials Data, Mining Capital 
Goods import data is sourced from Comtrade via 
www.trademap.org, in November 2017, Mining Capital Goods 
import data includes imports from all countries, for products 
referred to by the HS Codes. HS Codes selected also supply 
other sectors.
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mining & processing inputs market. African imports 
from ROW (rest of world) of a selec6on of mining 
inputs capital goods and consumables are presented 
in Table 1. However, many of the ar6cles are also 
used in other sectors such as construc6on (dump 
trucks, dozers, et al.) and water (drilling, valves, 
pumps, et al.). Africa's imports of the selected capital 
goods run at $13 to $16bn/an. As the selec6on 
excludes numerous inputs, par6cularly services and 
consumables (such as fuels and lubricants), the 
actual imports into the mining sector are probably 
well above $20bn/an. 

African gold mining/processing imports of the select 
capital goods inputs are graphically presented in 
Figure 1, led by SA and followed by Ghana, Burkina 
Faso, Cote d'Ivoire and Tanzania. However, it is 
important to note that gold mining inputs are shared 
with other types of hard rock mining, and thus the 
poten6al market for developing the African minerals 
backward linkages capital goods sector is more in the 
order of $15bn per annum. 

The development of linkages can be increased by 
local involvement at various stages along the value 
chain. Government's first need to consider the actors 
involved before the mine is constructed. One of the 
most serious policy lacunas has been the failure to 
recognise the central role that the very boIom of 
the gold value chain can play in the economic 
transforma6on of African countries. Government 
policy measures about mining usually begin aGer the 

development of the mine itself and this in effect 
means that governments in Africa are failing to 
extract a significant por6on of the economic benefits 
earned by investors when they seek and develop 
new deposits. 

This sec6on considers the policy measures needed 
to pursue backward linkages into services and mining 
feedstock in light of what would almost certainly be 
serious economic polarisa6on resul6ng from such a 
minerals policy. Policy can be pursued at a na6onal 
level, but with the possible excep6on of South Africa, 
no country in Africa alone has a sufficiently large 
mining sector to jus6fy the development of 
backward linkages based on na6onal demands. It is 
for this reason that what follows is based on a 
regional approach.   

However, a regional approach immediately leads to 
economic polarisa6on.  Economic polarisa6on, 
where produc6on tends to be concentrated in what 
is commonly the economically largest en6ty, i.e. 
South Africa in the case of SADC or Nigerian, Senegal 
or Cote d’Ivoire in ECOWAS. Polariza6on has been at 
the heart of the slow pace of trade integra6on as 
regional member countries of the eight African 
economic communi6es see liIle immediate 
economic benefit to be derived from integra6on as 
all employment and produc6on benefits are seen to 
flow to South Africa or other similar large economics.  

REC	Mining	Inputs	and	Key	Feedstocks	Common	
Market		

The crea6on of backward linkages will require the 
crea6on of a common sectoral market for mining 
feedstock.  REC markets for backward  linkages are 
theore6cally significant but need to be realised 
through the crea6on of regional common markets 
for these products, with outer tariff barriers of 
around 10% (sectoral customs union), for regional 
strategic mineral feedstocks (minerals/metals, semis/
intermediates and mineral/metal-based ar6cles) as 
well as mining inputs. This will give all RMCs the 
advantage of the large regional markets but will 
require well-craGed interven6ons to support less 
developed states that would have difficul6es in 
taking advantage of these opportuni6es. 
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Figure 5: Es6mated Gold Mining Capital Goods 
Imports for Select States (2013, US$mn)

Notes: Countries that produced above 2 Mt of gold ore in 
2013. Source: table 1.
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The mining inputs markets of all RMCs, except to 
some extent SA, are too small to sustain viable-scale 
mining inputs industries. The largest market, aGer 
SA, is Zambia at around 10% of the African market. 
Consequently, a ring-fenced na6onal RMC strategy 
has insufficient poten6al, due to the ever-increasing 
economies-of-scale of produc6on, requiring larger 
markets. It is worthy of note that the EU started with 
a sector limited agreement in 1950 (Shuman Plan- 
Paris Agreement) for coal and steel only – European 
Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) – then moved to 
greater integra6on in 1959 (Rome Agreement). 

The African REC markets for mining inputs are 
significant and growing faster than most other 
regional market sectors (it has grown at roughly the 
same rate as the mining sector). However, in many 
senses this "regional market" does not exist, in that 
RMCs that have mechanisms to support local 
content, reduce other RMCs to the status of 
overseas compe6tors (e.g. China, EU or NAFTA) in 
terms of tariffs, local content, etc. Consequently, for 
RMCs to realise this substan6al mining inputs 
market, a system of regional-local content credits, 
which caters for RMC variable geometry, within a 
REC strategic MVCs common market, needs to be 
developed and adopted by par6cipa6ng RMCs. 

Regional-Local	Content	Provisions	in	all	RMC	Mining	
Licenses	

The crea6on of a regional common market is in itself 
insufficient to s6mulate the development of a 
rela6vely capital and knowledge-intensive backward 
linkage sector, and the commercial co-opera6on of 
mining houses is also essen6al. The first step is for all 
RMCs within the REC to make provision for local 
content targets in all mining licenses/leases, which 
may require the amendment of mining laws and 
regula6ons. These targets should be disaggregated 
into a capital goods target, a consumables (excluding 
energy/liquid fuels and water) target and a services 
target, because a global "local content" target will 
result in the companies concentra6ng on localising 
services (the easiest to achieve) at the expense of 
industrialisa6on (capital goods and consumables). 

The local content targets should recognise regional 
content at a discounted rate (inverse of the RMC 
GDP/capita) under a regional-local content system 

(R-LC). Regional supplier R-LC eligibility in any 
par6cipa6ng RMC should be inversely discounted 
according to the RMC "richness" (1/GDP/capita) with 
the wealthiest par6cipa6ng RMC coun6ng 50% and 
the poorest 90%, towards the mining and processing 
R-LC targets of another par6cipa6ng RMC. Besides, 
all other African countries (ex-REC concerned) could 
count 50% towards an RMCs R-LC targets. The host 
RMC local content would always count 100% 
towards its R-LC targets (or more, with an 
indigenisa6on mul6plier). 

Further, in order to gradually build na6onal RMC 
capital in the region and to correct the skewed 
colonial-seIler legacy in the ownership of mining 
and mining inputs firms, there could also be a 10% 
(1.1) mul6plier for goods or services produced or 
supplied by firms that are majority-owned (>50%) by 
indigenous individuals/en66es. The precise 
defini6on of “indigenous” could be determined by 
the RMC, to take into account each country’s 
par6cular history. Using SADC GDP/capita in 2015 in  
20,), the highest R-LC eligibility would be for Malawi 
(90% credits) and the lowest for Mauri6us (50%)[42]. 
South African suppliers would be credited with 61% 
of local value addi6on (or 67% if >50% indigenous 
owned) and Mauri6an 50%[43]. 
With regional supply in play, albeit discounted, the R-
LC content targets could be set at: 

‣ 80% for services,  

‣ 70% for consumables (excluding u6li6es and liquid 
fuels & lubricants) and  

‣ 60% of capital goods. 

These could be reasonably stretched every 5-10 
years, as the REC mining inputs supply capacity is 
progressively built. The target milestones (e.g. 50% 
by year t1, 100% by year t2) could be leG to the 
discre6on of the RMCs to customise for par6cular 
mines or projects (in general, mines in produc6on for 
longer would have to comply quicker and new 
mines/projects would be given some leeway). 

The onus of cer6fying R-LC (VA) would be on the 
mines, and it should form part of their annual 
financial audit. Considera6on could be given to 
exemp6ng ASM from R-LC obliga6ons/targets (mines 
with less than 15kt/month ore milled = 180kt/an). 
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Table 2, below, gives the same eligibility for regional-
local content based on the inverse of GDP/capita for 
another REC, ECOWAS, with the highest being for 
Niger (90% recogni6on in other RMCs) and the 
lowest for Cabo Verde (50% recogni6on in other 
RMCs). 

Highest GDP/cap counts 50% and lowest 90% 
towards local content targets, Rest of Africa (RoA) 
50%; Rest of World (RoW) 0%  

Managing Variable Geometry[44] 

One unavoidable aspect of trade and economic 
integra6on is economic polarisa6on. In part what has 
been suggested above is meant to address the issue 
of polarisa6on through the weigh6ngs on local 
content requirements. This would however not be 
sufficient. This is the "normal" ini6al impact of 
regional economic integra6on where the historically 

s t r o n g e r e c o n o m i e s i n i 6 a l l y b e n e fi t 
dispropor6onately from the broader regional 
markets[45].  Consequently, instruments would need 
to be created that advantage the less developed 
RMCs to become more aIrac6ve loca6ons for 
mining inputs produc6on capacity for the regional 
(REC) markets.  

Nevertheless, the main advantage of regional 
common markets would be to progressively displace 
extra-REC imports from the rest of the world, with 
REC products of requisite quality and price. Imports 
of mining inputs (capital goods, consumables & 
services) are probably in the order of $20bn - $30bn/
an (~30% into gold mining & processing). 
Accordingly, the realisa6on of the African REC mining 
inputs markets is not a zero-sum game but should be 
a win-win strategy, with all RMCs gaining a share of 
the displaced extra-African imports. However, due to 
the economic polarisa6on effect, the more 
developed economies would ini6ally "win" 
dispropor6onately, and thus strategies to overcome 
this are needed. 

Several such REC strategies are suggested, mainly 
based on RMC GDP/capita, which has the advantage 
of self-adjus6ng to success, in that if the poorest 
RMC received most of the investments, its GDP/
capita could increase considerably and the 
instruments would become progressively less 
favourable/ aIrac6ve for that RMC. 
The six principal instruments are suggested to 
develop a regional industry (proposal 1&2 below) 
and the remaining instruments are ways of 
channelling resources to the least developed and 
most disadvantaged members of a par6cular REC: 
1. Time-bound Infant Industry Protec6on: This 

concession would permit any RMC to impose a 
tariff of up to 10% on intermediates, semis and 
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Table 2: Possible ECOWAS Regional-Local (R-LC) 
Content Recogni6on (1/GDP/cap)

Highest GDP/cap counts 50% and lowest 90% towards 
local content targets, Rest of Africa (RoA) 50%; Rest of 
World (RoW) 0%

Figure 6: Conceptual Key Elements of an African 
REC Backward Linkages Strategy

Regional Mining Vision (RMV) RBI Strategy

RMC: Regional Member Country
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inputs imports from other RMCs for up to 7 
years on new projects that conform to the 
regional strategy, to ameliorate the extra costs 
borne by new plants (capex servicing, workforce 
training, et al). The import tariff would be from 
0% to 10% depending on the RMC GDP/capita. 
Such an RMC infant industry tariff would be 
added to the outer, REC, tariffs on the 
intermediates /semis concerned for extra-REC 
imports. 

2. Regional-local content (R-LC) targets in all RMC 
mining licenses, which also recognise local 
content from other RMCs, but discounted 
propor6onal to their GDP/capita, from 50% 
eligibility (richest RMC) to 90% (poorest RMC) 
and 50% eligibility from the rest of Africa.  

3. A regional Venture Capital Fund (VCF) that will 
fund pre-feasibility studies (PFSs), debt and take 
up to 49.9% equity in investment projects: PFS 
funding 0-90%, debt funding 0-90% and equity 
0-49%, depending on the GDP/capita of the 
par6cipa6ng RMC, with a possible mul6plier for 
>50% indigenous-owned projects. 

4. A regional (REC) logis6cs equalisa6on scheme: 
Regional mineral-based intermediates and semis 
producers (products >90% regional VA) and 
inputs manufacturers (>65% regional VA) that 
incur higher logis6cs costs in supplying the 
regional downstream intermediates and semis 
markets and inputs markets, could be partly 
compensated, for intra-RMC logis6cs costs in 
excess of the weighted average RMC intra-
regional logis6cs cost/t-km.  

5. Other RMC mining license obliga6ons such as a 
minimum local STEM skills corporate spend (>5% 
payroll) and minimum local RDI spend (>0.5% of 
sales) would also include regional expenditures, 
but discounted according to the RMC GDP/
capita. 

6. 6) Fiscal RMC instruments that reduce 
according to local VA such as lower royal6es on 
more processed products, a RRT-VA[46] offset 
system or export taxes on unprocessed minerals 
(e.g. concentrates). These could all recognise 
regional VA, but discounted Recent studies have 

indicated astounding illicit financial flows from 
Africa[47]  (~$60bn/an) mainly through transfer 
pricing (especially over-invoicing of costs), 
par6cularly the extrac6ves sector. It is more 
difficult to over-invoice R-LC (similar tax 
jurisdic6ons) and almost all the transfer pricing 
(over-invoicing of costs) originates ex-Africa, 
meaning that a strategy of increasing R-LC will 
also have a collateral posi6ve impact of curtailing 
illicit financial flows. 

STEM Skills and Technology Development 
Leaving aside the not inconsiderable poli6cal 
constraints to such a comprehensive regional 
approach to the development of backward linkages 
the greatest single technical challenge will come 
from an inadequate supply of STEM Skills and RDI 
capacity in almost all African countries. These are 
pre-requisites for developing a compe66ve mining 
inputs sector. In this regard all REC RMCs could 
consider: 

1. Making provision for a minimum STEM skills 
corporate local spend of 5% of payroll (with 
discounted regional spend credits) in all mining 
licenses/leases; 

2. Making provision for a minimum RDI corporate 
local spend of 0.5% of sales (with discounted 
regional spend credits) in all mining licenses/
leases. 

Expenditure of 5% of payroll on HRD and 0.5% of 
sales on RDI is now SIB (stay-in-business) figures for 
responsible mining companies, so the issue is only 
whether they spend it in the RMC/REC or overseas. 
Expenditure in other REC RMCs could be credited at 
a discounted rate (as per R-LC) from 50% to 90%, 
inversely propor6onal to RMC GDP/capita to slowly 
build regional Centres of Competence in STEM 
skilling (engineering, science, trades/ar6sans, 
technicians, et al) and RDI (mining, concentra6on, 
smel6ng, reefing, semis, fabrica6on). Almost all 
RMCs have skilling capaci6es in their universi6es, 
colleges or training centres (earth science, 
engineering, science, ar6sans, technicians, et al) 
which could be candidates for regional training 
centres (e.g. the Schools of Mines in Bulawayo and 
Guinea). 
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The mining license STEM skilling and RDI provisions, 
together with discounted regional credits, should 
provide the requisite basis for regional universi6es, 
colleges and ins6tutes to compete on a roughly 
equal foo6ng for the mining company expenditures, 
and to progressively build niche centres of regional 
competence. 

Whether there exist the poli6cal will to implement 
such a comprehensive program regionally remains in 
ques6on. However, without either the investment in 
forward linkages or a program that will develop 
lateral and backward linkages African countries will 
lose what is the most dynamic employment 
genera6ng sectors without an obvious replacement.  

Conclusion		

The prospects for the beneficia6on of gold, i.e. 
downstream processing into the only labour 
intensive component of manufacturing i.e. jewellery 
manufacturing is, for most African countries, not 
commercially propi6ous. Gold jewellery, except India 
and China, is a luxury commodity in decline amongst 
the genera6on of Millennials. The only two major 
markets where gold jewellery consump6on exhibits 
strong growth is in India and China which are the 
two largest and most compe66ve producers of gold 
jewellery. Most SADC countries cannot compete with 
India and China in terms of unskilled and 
professional labour costs. In terms of lateral taxa6on 
and revenue benefits, there is an increasing number 
of studies of illicit financial flows,  as well as 
accusa6ons of gold theG and fairly substan6al 
evidence of smuggling of very large volumes of gold 
to the UAE, i.e. Dubai. These all suggest that there 
are considerable benefits to be derived by member 
countries of regional economic communi6es in 
dealing with these taxa6on and border issues 
regionally and co-opera6vely.  

Lastly, the possibility of establishing backward 
linkages is also constrained by the fact that no 
country alone, not even South Africa has a 
sufficiently large market for mining feedstocks as to 
support a na6onal policy based on establishing or 
strengthening domes6c produc6on in this area. Only 
through a regional co-opera6on that recognises the 

inherent cost disadvantages of smaller and 
landlocked members, i.e. the issue of economic 
polarisa6on, can the development of backward 
linkages to mining be effec6ve as a means of 
development. The approach proposed deals with the 
issue of polarisa6on but at the poli6cal cost of 
requiring unprecedented levels of regional co-
opera6on of African states to create a regional 
mining feedstock community. It also has the 
economic consequence of raising the cost of mining 
in Africa rela6ve to other regions. Thus leveraging 
Africa’s increased gold produc6on for economic 
transforma6on is trapped between the economic 
rock of African lack of compe66veness which 
pervades all sectors, and the poli6cal hard place of 
African regional co-opera6on.  
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Abstract: 

The paper discusses the vision to achieve an African 
Economic Community (AEC) including through 
increased inter-REC harmonisa=on and convergence 
ini=a=ves, such as the COMESA–EAC–SADC tripar=te 
FTA. It argues that the low level of intra-African trade 
can be increased with the right poli=cal leadership. 
One that harnesses knowledge and skills for 
innova=on in key areas and builds capaci=es for 
formula=ng, sequencing and implemen=ng policy 
interven=ons that remove supply-side constraints, 
strengthen produc=ve capaci=es especially in 
agriculture produc=on, infrastructure and 
informa=on networks that facilitate cross-border 
trade. At the micro level, it is important to map out 
SMEs and start-ups for nurturing and incuba=on 
within a framework of facilita=ng regional trade and 
accessing global markets. 

Keywords: African integra=on, Development, 
Comesa, Trade. 

Introduc.on	

Low intra-Africa trade has been lamented for 
decades. A key objec=ve for establishing the African 
Con=nental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), launched on 
21 March 2018 to cover all the 55 African countries, 
has therefore been to boost intra-Africa trade, with a 
target of doubling it to 22 percent of total trade by 
the year 2022 over a 2010 baseline of 10 per cent. 
All this has been discussed and agreed by Africa's 
leaders at the highest poli=cal level, and wriUen into 
decisions taken at their summits since 2010. 
However, intra-Africa trade has since been rising and 
reached 18 per cent of total trade in 2017.[1] 

With a popula=on of more than a billion people and 
a median age of 19.3, a combined GDP of $3.4 
trillion, 60 per cent of the world’s arable land, 

consumer and business-to-business spending 
already at US$ 3.9 trillion and projected to reach US$ 
5 trillion by 2025, highest returns on investment in 
the world, and some of the largest deposits of 
strategic minerals, Africa is a growth pole of the 
global economy and a player in global peace and 
security.[2] 

The forma=on of AFTA is a clear message to the 
whole world that Africa means business. The AFTA 
will boost intra-Africa trade, crea=ng jobs and 
incomes and improving welfare. At their recent 
ordinary summit on January 28, 2018, Africa’s 
presidents launched the Single African Air Transport 
Market, with 23 countries par=cipa=ng, covering 
more than 70 per cent of air travel in Africa. They 
also concluded a protocol to facilitate free 
movement of people in Africa. Together with the 
AFTA, these three flagships programmes represent 
quick progress under Africa’s long-term vision, 
Agenda 2063. It should now be difficult to doubt that 
Africa is serious about economic integra=on. 

Integra=ng 55 independent States and disparate 
poli=es is the most significant integra=on project in 
the history of humankind. It is no mean task. It 
requires con=nuous sharpening of technical, 
diploma=c, mobilisa=on and organisa=onal skills.[3] 

The	ethos	of	developmental	integra.on	in	Africa		

Brexit, now in full remorse, has been a test of the 
place of regional economic integra=on in the world. 
As right-wing populism recedes, following the reign 
of Trump in the West and the elec=on of the pro-EU 
Emmanuel Macron in France, the developmental 
approach taken by the COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripar=te 
Arrangement might well be a best prac=ce for the 
whole world in pursuing regional economic 
integra=on.[4] The approach bases regional 
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e c o n o m i c i n te g ra= o n o n a t l e a s t t h re e 
simultaneously cri=cal pillars – building of large 
regional markets to support cri=cal levels of 
investment, cross-border economic infrastructure 
including rural infrastructure, and industrialisa=on, 
with a focus on small to medium scale enterprises, 
for social, economic transforma=on.  

Poli=cal economists such as Dani Rodrik and 
happiness economists such as Joseph S=glitz and 
Jeffrey Sachs have long called for such an approach 
though only in sketches traceable in their overall 
narra=ve and specific sugges=ons for addressing 
inequality and other economic challenges from the 
current version of globalisa=on.[5] The upshot of the 
academic, pol i=cal and economic turmoil 
surrounding globalisa=on for over 20 years, is that 
crea=on of decent jobs, economy-wide rather than 
for a privileged few, remains a core priority for 
governments and regional economic integra=on 
bodies, going to their very legi=macy. 

There has been a perceived dichotomy between 
trade and industr ia l isa=on, and between 
manufacturing or goods and services; with the policy 
implica=on of focusing on manufacturing, away from 
trade or markets and away from services. This 
approach has been wrong to the extent that without 
markets, investment and produc=on would not be 
forthcoming in the first place. Also, es=mates are 
that services inputs make up 60 per cent of the value 
of manufactured products, many of which derive 
their efficacy from their services components – think 
of a mobile phone or an aircram or a computer, and 
in the internet of things, prac=cally about all items. 
This has been explained in the 2015 ECA Economic 
Report on Africa themed Industrialisa=on Through 
Trade, and in the World Bank publica=on by Grover 
Goswami and Dihel Carina on The Unexplored 
Poten=al of Trade in Services in Africa of 2016. 
Appropriate trade policies and instruments support 
industrialisa=on, and services in Africa will be part of 
the solu=on through facilita=ve policies in cri=cal 
areas such as movement of skills, and crea=on of 
regional markets for financial, energy and transport 
services that support compe==veness. 

In addi=on, it can no longer be argued that resources 
should move from the agricultural sector to the 

industrial sector and then to services, as the pre-
ordained development trajectory. 

Calestous Juma has over the years argued, for 
instance in his 2011 book The New Harvest with a 
second edi=on in 2015, as well as the joint WTO-
World Bank publica=on of 2015 called The Role of 
Trade in Ending Poverty, that poverty in the rural 
areas will only be eradicated through agricultural 
modernisa=on and enhancement of agricultural 
produc=vity through innova=on and the building of 
rural infrastructure. African Regional Economic 
Communi=es have programs in this area, and of 
course, governments, that include interven=ons for 
providing agricultural inputs and rural infrastructure 
as well as structured trading. The Common Market 
for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) for 
instance, has established a specialised agency called 
the Alliance for Commodity Trade in Eastern and 
Southern Africa (ACTESA), which supports small-
scale farmers with inputs and extension services. 
Such interven=ons will be a basis for agro-based 
industrialisa=on, where agriculture is not equated to 
just farming, but construed broadly to encompass 
the regional and global value chains from seeds to 
final products on shelves in retail outlets. 

Preferably, all these elements (trade, innova=on, 
infrastructure, and manufacturing) are part and 
parcel of the same holis=c interven=ons for 
industrialisa=on. 

The emphasis on value addi=on and diversifica=on, 
while in order, has mostly been implemented upside 
down without the desired industrialisa=on results. 
Interven=ons have sought to achieve value addi=on 
and diversifica=on usually through investment 
incen=ves into mainly the natural resources or 
extrac=ve sector. Yet what should be done first, or at 
least simultaneously, is building the technological 
and innova=on capabili=es at the na=onal and 
regional levels, through dedicated interven=ons. It is 
when such capabili=es exist in cri=cal amounts that 
value addi=on and diversifica=on will follow. 

There are many good prac=ces on how to harness 
technology, skills, crea=vity and innova=on from 
around the world, or how to restructure our 
educa=on systems along the lines of entrepreneurial 
universi=es (Strathmore University in Nairobi for 
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instance), and how to put in place partnerships 
between universi=es and researchers, banks and 
other financing ins=tu=ons and industry especially 
SMEs, with a view to iden=fying ideas that can be 
commercialised into whole new industries, gepng 
pa=ent or angel capital/ investors for the ideas, and 
twinning fledgling entrepreneurs with seasoned 
entrepreneurial or tutoring networks around the 
world. 

Another dimension of value addi=on is that 
interven=ons have focused on value addi=on in the 
very same extrac=ve sectors, gepng trapped into 
vicious cycles, as Sir Paul Collier explained in his liUle 
book called The BoUom Billion. Instead, dedicated 
interven=ons to go beyond the exis=ng product 
range should be priori=sed to achieve a repertoire of 
high value and high technology content products for 
regional and global export markets. This has usually 
been called regional or global value chains, an 
expression that can easily miss the point of the 
absolute cri=cality of wholly new product ranges. As 
an example, Taiwan's major export in the 1960s was 
mushrooms. However, Taiwan did not get to be a 
global producer and exporter of microchips and 
computer parts that it is now, through adding value 
to mushrooms. Rather, deliberate government policy 
was put in place to move into a learning economy 
and innova=on-driven mode, beginning with the 
rehabilita=on of four dilapidated research ins=tutes 
lem behind by colonial Japan. Other examples can be 
drawn from South Korea, and Finland; as well 
Mauri=us in the 1980s and to some limited extent 
Kenya lately. 

Quite some noise has been made about the re-
balancing of China and how Africa can strategise to 
tap the 85 million jobs or so that will move from 
China with the industries that are being relocated 
away. Jus=n Lin has advanced Helen Haiyu, a Chinese 
entrepreneur who has successfully pursued her 
African dream in Ethiopia and elsewhere, as an 
exhibit of how this can happen. Jus=n, however, has 

famously downplayed regional integra=on as quite a 
waste of resources, recommending instead, the 
building of colonial style railways and roads to 
seaports to facilitate exports from Africa to China 
and some developed countries. This is the model 
that Ethiopia is following. As alleged proof that 
regional markets are not that important to support 
industrialisa=on (Ethiopia seems to prefer the 
preferen=al schemes such as the European Union's 
Everything-but-Arms Ini=a=ve (EBA) and the Africa 
Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) of the United 
States as channels of export markets, to the 
immense poten=al in intra-Africa trade es=mated by 
Mckinsey Global Ins=tute’s Lions on the Move 2.0 of 
October 2016 at about 4$ trillion already in 
consumer products and business-to-business 
inputs). Jus=n Lin and Celes=n Monga, the new Chief 
Economist of the African Development Bank, have 
published a book en=tled Bea=ng the Odds, where 
this argument is reinforced, that even without the 
om-touted pre-requisites like infrastructure, African 
countries could focus on special economic zones and 
industrial parks, and building routes, for exporta=on 
to global markets. 

This, therefore, is a policy area that needs to be 
looked into carefully. In ques=oning the worth of 
regional integra=on, Jus=n Lin stabs at the en=re 
architecture of African con=nental integra=on and its 
Agenda 2063, the blueprint and template for the 
social, economic transforma=on of Africa. His views 
can, therefore, be wriUen off as unfortunate, given 
that much soul searching and exquisite analy=cal 
work has gone into the development of these 
overarching con=nental development strategies 
encapsulated in African regional economic 
integra=on. However, Jus=n Lin and his team have 
opera=ons Africa-wide and have won medals from 
presidents in recogni=on of their work and 
contribu=on. The mostly false narra=ves they purvey 
around need to be addressed, to always have the 
most appropriate ways forward on strategic and 
existen=al issues concerning Africa. Trade for Africa 
is a developmental tool, and therefore not limited to 
foreign exchange earnings, but is part of the process 
of strengthening regional value chains for structural 
transforma=on, and crea=ng regional markets to 
support cross-border economic infrastructure for 
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regional connec=vity that facilitates resource flows 
and compe==veness. 

One point Jus=n Lin is right about, is that poli=cal 
leadership is required and there is a need for a 
careful selec=on of the sort of high growth strategic 
investment to bring back home. This strategy was 
successfully followed by the statesman Lee Kuan 
Yew, the father of Singapore, and is well ar=culated 
in his interna=onal bestseller called From Third 
World to First. As a case study, the prime ministers of 
Ethiopia have not lem investment selec=on and 
aUrac=on to statute books containing incen=ves and 
to market forces. They have physically and 
aggressively gone out into the world to screen, select 
and bring home investors that share the na=onal 
developmental goals and objec=ves. Lee Kuan Yew 
was prepared and did go back to school a number of 
=mes, and sent cohorts of young civil servants into 
top-notch schools around the world, to harness 
knowledge and innova=on, for deployment into the 
na=onal development effort. Such poli=cal 
leadership is indispensable, along with the lines that 
President Kagame of Rwanda is consistently 
following. 

As a first step but also a regular ongoing exercise, 
governments and ins=tu=ons with strategic roles in 
the na=onal economies and the RECs need to be 
mapping out SMEs with a view to developing and 
maintaining inventories of start-ups and new ideas 
that need nurturing and incuba=on, and aggressively 
s u p p o r = n g t h e m w i t h p a = e n t c a p i t a l , 
entrepreneurial tutoring, and market and investment 
informa=on, within a framework of facilita=ng trade 
i n t o r e g i o n a l a n d g l o b a l m a r ke t s . T h e 
entrepreneurial university and other training 
ini=a=ves, short-term re-tooling and skil ls 
development, are required to con=nuously build 
business skills in the private sector and improve 
employability. Also, innova=on reports and awards 

around Africa and the world should be paid close 
aUen=on to for new ideas that generate whole new 
economies, and high-value high technology content 
products. 

The role of the developmental state cannot be over-
emphasised. Many publica=ons on this abound, 
recently as part of the backlash against runaway 
globalisa=on. Within the mess, a lot of good 
analy=cal work has emerged, notably by Dani Rodrik, 
espousing a poli=cal economy that should have 
provided the development path for developing 
countries over the years. A number of case studies 
are available for good prac=ces; such as the 
Botswana requirement for cupng and polishing of 
diamonds before exporta=on, as well as broadly the 
developmental approach to regional integra=on in 
Africa taken by the COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripar=te and 
the African Union at large where the trade-
industrialisa=on-infrastructure nexus provides the 
joint pillars for integra=on programs. 

When all is said and done, Government has a role as 
a buyer (government procurement, which is a 
sizeable market and can assist SMEs, a Kenyan law 
requiring that 30 percent of government 
procurement should be from youth, women, and 
disadvantaged and other marginalised groups has 
been a huge factor for inclusive growth), as a 
financier (through development banks and 
corpora=ons), as a regulator (through pupng in 
place the required policy framework and overseeing 
the proper func=oning of trade and investment 
markets as well as enforcing investor rights and 
obliga=ons through appropriately persuasive 
ini=a=ves, for instance South Africa's guidelines for 
its investors into Africa), and as facilitator (through 
sor=ng out and promo=ng strategic and high growth 
investment, especially into high growth but presently 
risky areas, including public goods – this is supposed 
to be the secret of China's rapid economic growth 
and transforma=on). 

Governments are beUer advised, building on best 
prac=ces from China, for instance, to embed training 
components into their large-scale procurement 
projects such as infrastructure building in 
transporta=on, energy, irriga=on, and other public 
u=li=es and goods. A requirement for service 
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suppliers to work incredible partnership with local 
universi=es, research ins=tu=ons and staff in 
government departments, can provide learning 
opportuni=es for sustainability and maintenance of 
these public goods amer ini=al propaga=on or 
construc=on. At the same =me, large-scale 
infrastructure projects are part and parcel of and 
indeed a motor for industrialisa=on. The training 
component should at the same =me allow for local 
ownership of knock-on inven=ons and innova=ons, 
through enabling clauses on the intellectual property 
in the crea=ve ideas that can emerge. 

The fourth industrial revolu=on is said to be here, 
and Africa is awash with warnings not to be lem 
behind again as happened in the past. Scenario 
sepng is on – and Africa is being reminded, for 
instance by a group of 60 researchers in their report 
on Knowledge and Innova=on in Africa – Scenarios 
for the Future, that it lost out on the industrial 
revolu=on mainly because it was marginalised out of 
the knowledge networks of the =me, and due to 
intellectual property laws that monopolised skills 
and innova=ons into a few hands in the UK, and 
subsequently Europe and the US through these 
other countries fought the UK laws in openly using 
ini=al inven=ons that spurred the industrial 
revolu=on. The report calls for open, collabora=ve 
innova=on, poin=ng out that knowledge networks 
support entrepreneurship and economic growth. The 
message is that Africa must ensure it is networked 
into the global knowledge networks and systems in 
an organic manner that doesn't leave outcomes to 
chance or blind market forces. The recent G20 
summit held on 7-8 July 2017 called for follow up on 
the World Informa=on Summits that were the in-
thing at the beginning of the millennium, seeking to 
avoid a digital divide between developed and 
developing countries. Momentum towards this 
direc=on will be very much a priority. 
 
Industrialisa=on requires well-known interven=ons, 
according to rich discourses on economic 
development over the years. However, formula=ng, 
sequencing and implemen=ng the interven=ons 
needs careful thinking. For instance, should 
technology and innova=on, as well as a na=onal or 
regional interven=on for harnessing knowledge and 

skills from around the world, be a stand-alone 
interven=on in the plethora of interven=ons usually 
wriUen into na=onal and regional industrialisa=on 
policies and strategies? Good prac=ce would suggest 
that acquisi=on and deployment of technology, 
building a sound technological base, harnessing 
innova=ons together with knowledge and skills from 
around the world, should be an overarching goal and 
strategy that informs the en=re industrialisa=on and 
structural transforma=on policy; it should be the 
organising logic that infuses all the interven=ons, 
and all sectoral ini=a=ves. This is not quite as simple 
as building fibre-op=c cables to enable internet 
access for chats and apps. It is priori=sing the 
knowledge economy as a na=onal and regional 
ethos, on which to anchor human resource 
development, financial markets, private sector 
d e v e l o p m e n t , s y s t e m s a n d i n s = t u = o n a l 
strengthening, long and medium-term development 
strategies, annual planning and budge=ng cycles, 
and all else that supports social, economic 
transforma=on, including songs and poems.  

The	Tripar.te	and	AFTA		

The AFTA comes on the heels of yet another African 
milestone, that is, the COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripar=te 
Free Trade Area, concluded on 10 June 2015 
covering 27 countries. It makes up half of the African 
con=nent; which has supported the nego=a=on and 
conclusion of the AFTA, through inspira=on and 
mo=va=on, experience and documenta=on. About 
half of the AFTA nego=ators had nego=ated the 
Tripar=te FTA, and brought with them text and 
insights. A number of AFTA Annexes were drawn 
from the Tripar=te instruments and were concluded 
rela=vely quickly in the nego=a=ons, especially those 
on non-tariff barriers, technical and health 
standards, customs, trade remedies, and dispute 
seUlement.  

What had been nego=ated in the Tripar=te was, 
however, in some cases, re-opened and modified. 
This was part of the experimental learning and 
subsequent improvement as would be expected 
when something is done a second-=me around. This 
was indeed in keeping with the long-term strategy 
for gradual African con=nental integra=on. Under 
this strategy, RECs are the building blocs for the 
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African Economic Community to be achieved by 
2028 and provide valuable experience and lessons 
that are consolidated at the con=nental level. The 
implica=ons, though, could be that a lot of money 
and =me can be wasted in nego=a=ng regional and 
inter-REC instruments, while the con=nental process 
lags. Where the con=nental frameworks begin to 
take shape, inter-REC frameworks need not be 
commenced, as they are likely to be reopened and 
changed. 

The challenge though is in the guessing involved 
about whether and when the African Union would 
develop useful instruments in given areas. Prac=cal 
applica=on of regional integra=on reveals areas for 
crea=vity and innova=on, which con=nuously results 
in new pathways at REC levels. Realism would, 
therefore, suggest that REC policy formula=on and 
programmes should con=nue full blast, for it is 
unlikely that con=nental frameworks would move as 
fast as those of smaller coherent RECs. 

The AFTA long transi=on periods of 10 to 15 years 
and lower thresholds for market opening of around 
90 per cent of total product lines, mean that the 
Tripar=te and the RECs, which are more ambi=ous, 
have the responsibility of keeping the con=nental 
market integra=on agenda func=onal; for it will be 
long before the AFTA regime fully kicks in. 

The new grand consolida=on at the Tripar=te and 
now the con=nental levels, however, means that 
RECs are coalescing and having a posi=ve impact on 
con=nental integra=on. 

However, it is cri=cal to ensure that the AFTA is not 
designed in a manner that, through too many 
excep=ons and high tariffs on key exports, reduces 
even further the paltry exis=ng intra-Africa trade, 
which would be a self-inflicted tragedy. A whole ram 
of excep=ons could end up in the Con=nental FTA 

Agreement, based on a fear of imports from other 
African countries. 

A standard trade agreement must, of course, be 
balanced between liberalisa=on and safety-valves to 
address possible adverse developments such as 
destruc=on of the environment or exis=ng and 
planned industries, to ensure peace and security, 
and to recognise the policy space for governmental 
i nte r ve n= o n s to a s s i s t s o c i a l , e co n o m i c 
transforma=on. There are therefore standard general 
and security excep=ons as well as trade remedies.  

In addi=on, a number of trade agreements have 
provision for the protec=on of the balance of 
payments and external reserves and infant 
industries. 

Sensi=ve and excluded products could in some cases 
cover up to 600 tariff lines, as indeed proposed for 
the Con=nental FTA; yet most African countries 
export to each other on less than 300 tariff lines. 

These excep=ons should, however, be designed to be 
used sparingly, so that domes=c industries can have 
access to significant regional and global markets 
required for their growth.  

Large markets that support more trade in goods, 
services and assets produced by job-crea=ng 
enterprises, including small-to-medium-scale-
enterprises, assist in employment and income 
genera=on, thus mee=ng the public policy objec=ves 
of jobs- and wealth-crea=on. 

Large open markets support value chains, 
specialisa=on and efficiency through sharing of tasks 
in modern produc=on lines and processes. This calls 
for crea=ng a large, open Con=nental FTA as a rule of 
thumb in the nego=a=ons. 

On the basis that the bulk of imports into Africa, 
upwards of 88 per cent of the total, are from outside 
Africa, the fear of an avalanche of imports from 
other African countries needs to be adequately 
assessed. 

A star=ng point is that with respect to the sources of 
those imports, which are from outside Africa, as may 
be deemed appropriate should be addressed under 
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other frameworks such as the World Trade 
Organisa=on but not the Con=nental FTA. 

However, should there be an increase in imports 
from other African countries resul=ng from the 
Con=nental FTA, then that should be a welcome 
development as the objec=ve of boos=ng intra-Africa 
trade would be seeing the light of day. 

The fear should not be of imports from other African 
countries. The issue to focus on is how to boost 
exports through scaling up produc=on, especially of 
goods that can find niche markets through product 
differen=a=on or wholly new products and 
industries, within the overall framework of 
industrialisa=on, agricultural produc=vity, and 
infrastructure development. 

There are more specific interven=ons to focus on in 
the nego=a=ons. Regarding trade policy instruments, 
while tariff protec=on can be considered but bearing 
in mind that high tariffs negate the very idea of 
building a Con=nental FTA, the more appropriate 
interven=ons should seek to grow industries. These 
include market intelligence, elimina=on of non-tariff 
barriers and subsidies, quality infrastructure and 
capacity building for familiarity with the AFTA trade 
rules. But the more core interven=ons must seek to 
grow the domes=c industries through addressing the 
well-known constraints faced by small and medium 
enterprises. 

High tariffs and protected markets are a 
development fallacy, for without sizeable markets 
one can hardly expect cri=cal levels of investment 
that generate industries and infrastructure. Instead, 
the Con=nental FTA should seek to be a substan=al 
regional open market. 

Implementa.on	steps		

“The best is the enemy of the good” is an expression 
associated with Voltaire. It just might have cri=cal 
relevance for the rela=on between the African 
Con=nental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), the COMESA-
EAC-SADC Tripar=te Free Trade Area (TFTA) and the 
regional economic communi=es (RECs) in Africa. 
However, on 8 June 2018, Kenya deposited with 
COMESA Secretariat in Lusaka, the instrument of 
ra=fica=on of the TFTA, having ra=fied AAFTA as well 
and deposited the instrument with the African Union 

Commission. Both South Africa and Uganda were 
also taking the same approach of ra=fying both.  

Just a year ago, it all looked impossible to many 
around the world that Africa could have a 
Con=nental Free Trade Area. But for some, this was 
deja vu, for it was the same trepida=on in 2015 just 
before the TFTA was launched on 10 June in Egypt. 
The TFTA was an African revela=on, for it 
demonstrated the obvious possibility of and spurred 
strategists towards a con=nental equivalent. 

Having missed the deadline of December 2017, AFTA 
was duly launched a mere three months later on 21 
March 2018 in Kigali, with 44 out of the 55 African 
countries signing the Agreement on the spot. World 
history was made, despite entrenched scep=cism 
rooted in pessimis=c narra=ves about Africa but 
deligh=ng and vindica=ng op=mists around the 
world. By July 2018, the number of signatories had 
increased to 49, with six ra=fica=ons.  

There was some pending work though. Precise =me 
frames were duly set. Annexes (with detailed 
regula=ons) to the Protocol on Trade in Goods were 
to be cleaned up by lawyers (scrubbed) and adopted 
at the July 2018 summit in Mauritania. This was 
accomplished a month before the summit. The 
African Trade Ministers mee=ng in Dakar in Senegal, 
in the first week of June 2018, adopted the Annexes, 
which the African Union Summit endorsed in July in 
Mauritania. 

The African Ministers went further and agreed on 
five sectors for trade in services, namely, transport, 
communica=on and banking as well as tourism and 
business services. The next step was to nego=ate 
and agree on the levels of market opening in those 
services sectors, which meant Africa could have an 
integrated services market covering those areas. This 
was a priority for Africa because services contributed 
on average to over 50 per cent of na=onal outputs 
and more than 60 per cent of value addi=on on raw 
materials, created three other jobs for every one job, 
cons=tuted essen=al social services, and equipped 
enterprises and economies to benefit from the 
fourth industrial revolu=on. 

Having put in place a robust con=nent-wide trade 
regime through the AFTA, it is now =me for 
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implementa=on. Fortunately, tested na=onal and 
regional ins=tu=ons and instruments can now be 
mobilised for the effort. 

Na=onal Tariff Books will now require an addi=onal 
column indica=ng the rates of customs du=es to be 
charged on imports from other countries in AAFTA. 
Customs experts can quickly accomplish this once 
policy ministries provide the liberalisa=on program. 
Countries in exis=ng regional FTAs such as EAC, 
COMESA, SADC and ECOWAS have sufficient 
experience in this. 

Once tariff books are brought up to date, the bread 
and buUer of a func=oning FTA are iden=fying or 
repor=ng and addressing non-tariff barriers (NTBs). 
Experience in exis=ng FTAs shows that NTBs will keep 
appearing in various areas such lengthy customs 
procedures, technical and health standards 
unsupported by science or risk assessment, claims 
that this product doesn't meet rules of origin 
r e q u i r e m e n t s , m u l = p l e i n s p e c = o n s a n d 
documenta=on, introduc=on of permits and 
licensing requirements, or even mundane issues 
such as traffic flows and border gate opening hours.  
 
The online system for repor=ng and addressing NTBs 
in the COMESA, EAC, and SADC region (at 
www.tradebarriers.org) has been par=cularly useful. 
As of July 2018, out of 609 NTBs reported since 2008 
in the three RECs, 531 have been resolved, leaving a 
total of 78 as outstanding at the moment. For 
COMESA, out of 204 reported over that period, 199 
have been resolved, with only five remaining. This 
mechanism can be replicated across Africa. 

At a systemic level, technical commiUees of the 
regional economic communi=es can now be seized 
with maUers that arise under AAFTA. If this is not 
done to facilitate coherence between AAFTA and the 
exis=ng regimes of the regional economic 
communi=es, the apparent mul=plicity will be 
daun=ng. 

The more significant point though is that the 
technical commiUees at the regional level have 
t e s t e d e x p e r i e n c e t h r o u g h w h i c h t h e 
implementa=on and func=oning of AAFTA can be 
channelled. In addi=on to AAFTA, regional technical 
commiUees made up of regional FTA member states 

will con=nue to opera=onalise the much higher 
levels of integra=on achieved at the regional level. 

The EAC, for instance, will con=nue trail-blazing on 
its single customs territory and common market; 
COMESA on its Digital FTA, electronic trade 
facilita=on instruments and research and innova=on 
programs; and ECOWAS with its advanced free 
movement for traders and other persons. 

COMESA and the EAC will press on with the 
Simplified Trade Regime, designed to facilitate small-
scale trade for the poorest of the poor and border 
communi=es, especially women, as a tangible 
empowerment tool. Small Scale Trade is significant, 
amoun=ng to 40 per cent of total trade, and SMEs 
account for over 90 per cent of businesses and 
provide more than 50 per cent of employment in 
Africa, genera=ng incomes, and assis=ng in regional 
value chains including in agro-industry and extrac=ve 
sectors. 

Another systemic point is that instruments currently 
used for trade in regional bodies can now be 
converted into con=nental instruments, especially 
customs, trade facilita=on and standards documents. 
There can be room for adjustments and 
improvements with a view, for instance, to further 
simplifica=on and digi=sa=on. The COMESA Single 
Administra=ve Document for instance already 
collapsed 27 separate documents and 13 regimes 
into one document. 

The contribu=on of the Tripar=te  

Just fresh from Dakar where they adopted the 
complete AFTA instruments on trade in goods, trade 
ministers headed to Cape Town in South Africa for a 
COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripar=te mee=ng on 18 June 
2018. 

The Tripar=te as the =pping point for the recent high 
momentum in con=nental integra=on is not 
adequately recognised in some circles. What is more, 
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is that nego=a=ng the Tripar=te for three years and a 
half imbued a large number of the very same 
nego=ators with prac=cal experience and insight on 
issues that came up for AAFTA. Most of the AAFTA 
instruments, notably the annexes, were derived from 
the Tripar=te versions; the similari=es are there for 
everyone to see. 

This backdrop meant that the COMESA-EAC-SADC 
Tripar=te Ministers envisaged the Tripar=te as a fast-
track for the AAFTA. The Tripar=te has started 
formula=ng tools and instruments for trading under 
the FTA and con=nues to use exis=ng mechanisms 
on addressing NTBs. The Tripar=te RECs have already 
nego=ated four priority services sectors, namely, 
transport, communica=on, finance and tourism, 
which could be early harvest for them . And the 
robust technical commiUees and trade facilita=on 
instruments of the Tripar=te RECs could provide 
ins=tu=onal frameworks for implemen=ng at the 
regional levels. 

The trade regime in Africa has changed beyond 
recogni=on for the beUer regarding regional 
seamless regulatory frameworks, which will ease the 
doing of business and create jobs through 
investment and growth. A prudent thing now is to 
harness exis=ng regional prac=ces, tools and 
ins=tu=ons, and fully deploy them to support the 
implementa=on and u=lisa=on of the AFTA. 

To slightly modify Voltaire, there is no need for 
making AFTA, which is the good, the enemy of the 
best, that is, the tested regional ins=tu=ons and 
tools for running FTAs. By proceeding to ra=fy both 
AFTA and TFTA, Kenya, South Africa and Uganda have 
shown the clear way forward. 

The poli=cal will to establish AFTA was never in 
doubt, as the presidents reiterated literally at every 
summit the determina=on to meet the December 
2017 =meframe. Op=mism kept rising at the 
deadline came closer. The apparent grounds for this 
op=mism were that modali=es for nego=a=ng goods 
and services were agreed and adopted, and a dram 
text for the AFTA Agreement produced and put on 
the table for nego=a=on. With these modali=es and 
dram text, some believed the job was more or less 
done, and with two or three nego=a=on sessions, 
the AFTA could be launched. 

Stakes were high. If the AFTA was not launched, 
Africa would be the laughing stock of the world, for 
failing to meet the deadline of 2017 set in 2012. 
There is a sense of pride and duty. This self-imposed 
burden was quite heavy but not insurmountable. The 
challenge seemed to be that the pride and duty 
required some brains and strategy as well. It was this 
quad that could deliver the AFTA. 

For starters, an FTA should have an Agreement 
cover ing the essen=al e lements, namely, 
establishment, principles and objec=ves, non-
discrimina=on, tariff elimina=on, customs and trade 
facilita=on, standards, transparency and no=fica=on, 
ins=tu=ons, disputes, and the usual final provisions. 
Outstanding work if any, details of trade remedies, 
for instance, could be put into a built-in agenda for 
con=nuing work amerwards. It was in this sense 
possible to have a AFTA Agreement. A good strategy 
for quick progress was to construct the AFTA 
Agreement using the provisions already available in 
the Agreements of the African regional economic 
communi=es (RECs), which African countries had 
already been using over the years. A provision-by-
provision comparison in a matrix would assist, to 
graphically demonstrate that the text or at least the 
essence was the same, or at least a clear and 
convincing presenta=on on sources of, and process 
of producing, the dram text for the AFTA Agreement. 

To supplement this, instruments on customs and 
trade facilita=on, and health and technical standards 
could be constructed on good prac=ces from the 
World Customs Organisa=on and interna=onal 
standards-sepng bodies, respec=vely, as African 
administra=ons and regulatory agencies, as well as 
the RECs, happily use instruments and documents 
from these organisa=ons. 

There were areas of difference among RECs; 
seUlement of trade disputes, for instance. This was a 
cri=cal area where rules were required for peaceful 
and speedy seUlement, so trade was not 
unnecessarily impeded due to confusion, lack of 
clarity, or drawn-out procedures. A simple provision 
for consulta=ons and binding arbitra=on could start 
off the Agreement, but with a built-in agenda for 
elabora=ng a comprehensive trade-dedicated court 
or panel process that was suitable for Africa and 
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eschewed the piwalls of the World Trade 
Organisa=on dispute seUlement system. In the end, 
though, the Tripar=te Annex on Dispute SeUlement 
Mechanism was used as the working document for 
the nego=a=ons, which were then concluded in a 
two-week session.  

Best prac=ces from the RECs demonstrated that an 
easy digital system for addressing non-tariff barriers 
could be handy and appropriate for trade disputes. 
The COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripar=te Online System for 
Repor=ng Monitoring and Elimina=ng Non-Tariff 
Barriers, at www.tradebarriers.org, is a best prac=ce 
par excellence. Trade problems can be reported 
through the system using the internet or SMS on 
mobile phones. Since 2008 when the system was 
established, 581 NTBs have been reported, out of 
which 506 have been eliminated using the system, 
leaving 75 currently outstanding. In COMESA, this 
system is supplemented with bilateral consulta=ons 
and a standing agenda item on NTBs at the technical 
and ministerial-level mee=ngs. Out of 204 NTBs 
reported among COMESA countries since 2008, only 
five remain unresolved today, showing a very high 
level of success. The EAC supplements the online 
tripar=te system with its own ac=on plan called a 
=me-bound matrix for elimina=ng specific reported 
NTBs. Moreover, a few years ago, the EAC Parliament 
adopted a law providing for penal=es for imposing 
NTBs. 

On trade disputes then, the AFTA could build on the 
tripar=te online system, pupng it together with the 
ECOWAS one, to agree on and opera=onalise a 
con=nent-wide digital system, to start off with. Also, 
in the mean=me, the African Union Trade Ministers' 
mee=ngs can regularly look into any maUers 
requiring aUen=on. 

A free trade area must have rules of origin, that is, 
criteria for sor=ng out which products are actually 
produced within the region and should, therefore, 
be given FTA treatment such as not paying customs 
du=es. It was feasible to have AFTA rules of origin by 
December 2017 if the nego=a=ons took the 
approach of across-the-board thresholds or general 
rules for conferring origin. In COMESA, EAC, West 
Africa and Central Africa, for instance, any good can 
qualify for FTA treatment if the value of inputs from 

within the region reaches a set percentage of the 
total value of the good – 35 percent in COMESA; or 
the value of inputs from outside the region does not 
exceed a set percentage of the total value of the 
good – 60 percent in COMESA.  

Goods considered wholly obtained are fairly 
standard, mostly agricultural products and minerals 
in chapters 1 to 25 of the Harmonised System for 
Commodity Coding and Descrip=on. It is possible as 
well for goods to qualify for FTA treatment if 
processing it results in a change in its classifica=on at 
the heading or sub-heading level in the Tariff Book. 
In COMESA, there is another criterion for qualifying 
for FTA treatment – if a product has been placed on 
the agreed list of goods that are considered to be of 
par=cular economic importance, then the value 
addi=on required is only 25 per cent. 

However, the rules of origin nego=a=ons took the 
approach of producing product-specific or list rules, 
that is, specifying a working and processing required 
for every single product for it to qualify for FTA 
treatment. The sheer scale of the task, covering 
more than 6000 products, was monumental and 
could only be done over an extended period. In the 
tripar=te nego=a=ons, amer five years including a 
year or so of trying to agree on the approach, only 
about 60 per cent to total tariff lines or products 
have been done. In COMESA, it took 11 years to 
complete the change in tariff heading exercise, but 
fortunately, trade could happen under the other 
criteria for qualifying for FTA treatment, such as 
wholly obtained, material content or value addi=on. 
A decision on approach to rules of origin was 
therefore fundamental, and Africa would be best 
advised to have flexible rules. There is a substan=al 
body of analysis on the restric=veness of different 
systems of rules of origin. 

A related issue was that there had been cases where 
rules of origin for intra-Africa trade had been more 
restric=ve than those for trade with third countries, 
for instance, those under AGOA or trade schemes 
with the European Union. This bizarre lapse was to 
be watched and avoided. 

Another related maUer was that provisions on the 
administra=on of rules of origin have over the years 
become rela=vely standard in the context of 
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facilita=ng trade and customs. The digi=sa=on of 
customs opera=ons including the cer=ficate of origin 
itself deserves some close aUen=on. 

The AFTA will require every African country to 
eliminate customs du=es on at least 90 per cent of 
its total products lines, leaving out 10 per cent. On 
the 10 per cent, every country may designate some 
as sensi=ve, meaning that customs du=es can be 
only reduced and over a more extended period; and 
may designate others as excluded products, on 
which no tariff reduc=ons are expected. 

It was possible to have tariff schedules for the AFTA 
by December 2017 at least from a cri=cal and 
sufficient number of countries, especially those that 
have embedded trade liberalisa=on and export 
strategies in their na=onal development programs, if 
the tariff nego=a=ons were done in plenary 
mee=ngs in terms of every country presen=ng its 
tariff schedule for comment, requests for 
improvement, and finalisa=on as an ini=al package 
or outcome from this first round of nego=a=ons, 
subject to subsequent regular rounds in future.  
However, if tariff nego=a=ons were conducted on a 
bilateral basis, it would be impossible to complete 
the tariff nego=a=ons by December 2017 or even 
December 2018. The permuta=ons or groups of 
bilateral nego=a=ons to be conducted among close 
to 55 countries or customs territories would be 
mul=farious and overwhelming. 

A much beUer approach would be to adopt a simple 
con=nent-wide schedule of tariff elimina=on, sepng 
out percentages for annual reduc=ons over a five-
year period. Each country would then be required to 
start undertaking annual reduc=ons to reach zero 
per cent duty on 90 per cent of its tariff lines. There 
would then be annual repor=ng and assessment of 
the reduc=ons. Countries with sensi=ve products 
would produce an addi=onal tariff reduc=on 
schedule covering those products. For excluded 
products, an=-concentra=on clauses would set out 
the criteria, using which countries would be required 

to no=fy their schedules of excluded products, 
subject to consulta=ons and regular review. 

What would even be beUer was if those countries in 
REC FTAs maintained that FTA treatment among 
themselves, in the context of AFTA; and then 
extended that FTA treatment to the rest of Africa but 
on condi=on of reciprocity to avoid free riding. 

Actual intra-Africa trade happens on only a few tariff 
lines. The idea would be to focus on these tariff lines 
and get a commercially meaningful AFTA. Less 
aUen=on for the =me being need to be given to idle 
tariff lines, many of which due to geographical or 
cultural or economic condi=ons might never have 
products traded among African countries in the 
foreseeable future. 

In addi=on, tariff lines with applied MFN rates 
currently at zero per cent could be harvested 
reasonably quickly if agreed upfront as a principle, 
on the understanding that applied tariff rates are the 
star=ng point for elimina=on and reduc=on in FTAs, 
according to some WTO rules. 
However, what was agreed to elaborate product-
specific rules, while endeavouring to have chapter-
level rules where agreeable. On tariff elimina=on, it 
was agreed to adopt a linear approach for the 90 per 
cent of the tariff lines, while nego=a=ons would be 
on the 10 per cent comprising sensi=ve and 
excluded. This is where the crux of the maUer is, as 
most trade is on the few tariff lines likely to be 
covered by the 10 per cent.   

Towards	ownership	of	Africa’s	integra.on	goals	

Agenda 2063 seeks to achieve ‘The Africa We Want' 
that is integrated, prosperous and peaceful, and also 
democra=c and efficacious in interna=onal rela=ons. 
But we will not get this Africa we want un=l we have 
‘The Africans We Want' who can create and achieve 
it. Targeted social-poli=cal processes need to be 
deployed to generate a cri=cal mass of the Africans 
we want in order to quickly reach a =pping point for 
transforma=on into the Africa we want. Role models 
will help to inspire young people to grow up to be 
like them. Such role models should be forthcoming 
and widely known. There already is a good 
catchment area, but which needs refinement of 
criteria to avoid ridiculous cases, namely, Nobel 
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laureates and lists of innovators, game-changers and 
most influen=al Africans. 

Laudable ini=a=ves by the likes of Tony Elumelu to 
ins=l entrepreneurship in young people and Chief 
Obasanjo on leadership training could also support 
this process. However, coherent con=nental and 
regional systems for achieving “The Africans We 
Want” as an evidence-based strategic objec=ve are 
s=ll lacking. 

We need, but must go beyond, curriculum reforms 
designed to put our youths and mid-career 
professionals through growth and preparatory 
phases that build and equip them with intellectual 
and social facul=es. This will help them to thrive in 
the fourth industrial revolu=on that has earnestly 
arrived, and to be proac=ve ci=zens of the world 
without the apathy and sloth that kills life. We need 
but must go beyond, moral exhorta=ons for good 
character built on courage, mo=va=on, prudence, 
fair play, modera=on, and care for the lot of 
humankind. We know that what is ingrained in 
children up to the age of 12 years by parents can be 
permanent, but that drama=c conversion can 
happen and overhaul lifestyles, belief systems and 
life values. The one thing that is much missed is a 
coherent philosophy and world outlook that provides 
a bedrock for the social-poli=cal fabric that produces 
the African we want – young, middle-aged and old.  

Designing such a system would take a mul=-
disciplinary approach. Agenda 2063 is implemented 
progressively through 10-year ac=on plans and 
flagship projects. The Sustainable Development 
Goals under the United Na=ons Agenda 2030 reflect 
a new pact between humankind and nature, and 
what humankind has learnt over the millennia as 
documented in philosophy and science. Namely, 
humankind is family through similarity, enlightened 
s e l f - i n t e r e s t a n d r e g i o n a l a n d g l o b a l 
interconnec=vity; that we care for one another as 
inherently wired in our DNA and as a maUer of right 
and wrong, and that our planet is a unique 
phenomenon and for now is our beau=ful and only 
viable home. 

Through effec=ve diploma=c agency, Africa 
proac=vely assisted the formula=on of the SDGs, 
based on Agenda 2063. The African missions in New 

York deserve a pat on the back for defending 
humankind. Threats to Agenda 2063 and Agenda 
2030 include corrup=on as well as a host of other 
maUers such as climate change, wars and conflict, 
n o n - i m p l e m e nta= o n o f i n s t r u m e nt s a n d 
programmes, and inadequate financial and human 
resources – all of which need priority aUen=on. 
Africa has rightly iden=fied corrup=on as a priority 
area that deserves urgent and targeted aUen=on – 
and adopted it as the African theme for 2018. 
Corrup=on costs Africa at least $100 billion a year, 
and illicit financial flows amount to over $50 billion a 
year.  

In light of resource gaps, such as $45 billion annually 
for infrastructure, tackling corrup=on is cri=cal. We 
know what works in figh=ng corrup=on. Botswana 
and Seychelles, which are less corrupt than Spain, 
have some good prac=ces. Cape Verde, Namibia and 
Rwanda have undertaken effec=ve reforms and 
measures that also provide lessons and ethical 
prac=ces. 

These countries are now less corrupt than Hungary, 
Greece and Italy. Cri=cal success factors include 
determined poli=cal leadership, an=-corrup=on laws 
and dedicated ins=tu=ons, dedicated courts, due 
implementa=on of laws and policies, compliance 
with interna=onal instruments such as the 
Extrac=ves Industry Transparency Ini=a=ve, 
enforcement of leadership codes and mainstreaming 
an=-corrup=on across the public sector. However, 
the actual implementa=on of such good prac=ces 
and lessons remains a considerable challenge. 
However, it is already possible, with some due 
diligence, to iden=fy persons of integrity who could 
fipngly hold certain public offices. Surveys by the 
Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa 
have established that governments face some of the 
following constraints in their efforts to implement 
their obliga=ons and agreed programmes: limited 
poli=cal leadership and ownership, human and 
financial resource constraints, incoherence and 
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disconnects between relevant government ministries 
and departments, l imited ownership and 
understanding by relevant stakeholders and users, ad 
hoc and on-and-off approaches that undermine 
c o n = n u i t y a n d m o m e n t u m re q u i re d fo r 
sustainability, and so on. These factors require 
aUen=on. 

Government, industry, academia and grass-roots and 
civil society organisa=ons should equally own these 
programmes, through con=nuous educa=on and 
mobilisa=on. 

Africa is not short of visions and understands what it 
wants. The existen=al ques=on is: how come we do 
not do that which we know we ought to do for our 
own good? For instance, we know of the malaise of 
corrup=on, yet it is prevalent in our midst. Let there 
be specific methods, tools and ins=tu=ons for 
genera=ng ‘The African We Want.’ 

Conclusion	 

The last decade in Africa has been full of excitement 
and ups and downs; but with the upshot that the 
Tripar=te and Con=nental FTAs were concluded, 
changing the economic geography of Africa. What 
has been achieved was unthinkable, but it 
demonstrated what Africa was capable of achieving. 
It should be an inspira=on to carry forward the 
economic integra=on programs, with a view to 
addressing cri=cal public policy challenges including 
those rela=ng to wealth crea=on and poverty 
reduc=on, and to achieving Agenda 2063 and the 
Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.  
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Abstract 

Among the outstanding details that remain to be 
addressed by AfCFTA member countries is submi8ng 
which products they consider "sensi<ve", or special 
products to be exempted from deeper tariff cuts. 
The heterogeneous levels of development, economic 
st ructures , and geographica l , soc ia l and 
environmental condi<ons mean that the benefits of 
far-reaching integra<on might not be equally divided 
and that there can be no “one size fits all” solu<on 
that could be applied by all the African countries. 
This paper seeks to contribute to the ongoing 
integra<on process by providing some empirically 
based Special Products (SP) Special Safeguard 
Mechanism (SSM) concepts from a sustainable 
development perspec<ve, along with some strategic 
op<ons to be considered by policymakers. It 
proposes a possible methodology that governments 
could follow when developing their na<onal lists of 
SPs. It proposes indicators that connect local reali<es 
– such as food insecurity, the composi<on of the 
tradi<onal diet, rural employment structures, and 
market condi<ons – with trade disciplines.[1] 

Keywords: AfCFTA, special products, agriculture trade 

1.	Introduc,on	

African Heads of States signed a free trade covering 
more than 1.2 billion people with a combined GDP of 
around $3.4 trillion across Africa deal to replace 
current regional and bilateral trade agreements and 
to eventually be extended to create shared policies 
on investment, compe<<on and intellectual 
property. While it is a good idea to integrate 
eventually, many experts doubt the con<nent is 
ready for such a far-reaching agreement. 

While AfCFTA member countries would benefit from 
freer agricultural trade, some fear that only a few 
middle-income countries and large mul<na<onal 

companies and food exporters capture the new 
opportuni<es that the AfCFTA would bring. Lower-
income African countries would gain only li^le and 
might even lose from out to liberalisa<on. Many of 
these countries s<ll have large rural popula<ons 
composed of small and resource-poor farmers with 
limited access to infrastructure and few employment 
alterna<ves. Thus, these countries are concerned 
that domes<c rural popula<ons employed in import-
compe<ng sectors might be nega<vely affected by 
further trade integra<on, becoming increasingly 
vulnerable to market instability and import surges 
with the removal of tariff barriers. 

Many African countries s<ll depend on the export of 
a few commodi<es, the prices of which show high 
vola<lity and long-term decline. Commodity 
dependence, the expected erosion of preferences 
that some countries depend on for their export 
earnings, as well as increased food import prices due 
to the elimina<on of export subsidies,  make it 
difficult for these countries to guarantee their 
growing popula<ons the food they need.  

On the other hand, agricultural trade imports have 
increased faster than exports in the majority of 
developing countries. In several instances, this has 
contributed to the displacement of domes<c 
produc<on. According to FAO, there have been 
increasing reports of food import surges in 
developing countries since the mid-1990s, 
par<cularly among low-income food-insecure 
countries (FAO 2003.) In this context, safeguarding 
domes<c food produc<on capacity has become an 
essen<al component of food security strategies in an 
increasing number of countries. 

The compe<<veness of Africa’s economies ul<mately 
depends on the level of produc<vity of individual 
na<ons, regions, and ci<es to facilitate trade and 
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investment into opportuni<es for firms, farms, and 
social and physical infrastructure. 

Some countries including Nigeria are cau<ous about 
the prospects for success, as no one knows with 
certainty what the CFTA means in the long term for 
economic growth and prosperity. Some fear it may 
have limited benefits or even nega<ve impacts. 

Special Products and (SPs) and Special Safeguard 
Mechanism (SSM) are two policy instruments that 
could mi<gate the nega<ve impacts of the AfCFTA. Is 
adequately iden<fied and implemented, SPs should 
provide targeted protec<on for products that are 
important for food security, livelihood security and 
rural development, but which would not survive 
under compe<<ve condi<ons.  

Subsidised exports from industrialised countries, has 
made it more cost effec<ve for people in towns and 
ci<es to source their food from the world market 
than from domes<c produc<on. Liberalisa<on has 
also contributed to farm concentra<on. This has led 
to increased produc<vity in some cases but has also 
increased inequali<es and the marginalisa<on of 
small producers who are unable to take advantage of 
new trading opportuni<es. 

2.	Iden,fying	Special	Products	

UNECA is hopeful that African countries can move 
"very quickly" to iden<fy their “special” or "sensi<ve" 
products. However, many details are s<ll not 
addressed. Before countries could submit the 
products, they consider special products or 
"sensi<ve", to be exempted them from tariff cuts, 
much needs to be done. 

In 2005 WTO Members agreed that developing 
countries would have the flexibility to self-designate 
‘an appropriate number’ of tariff lines as Special 
Products, doing so “guided by indicators based on 
the criteria of food security, livelihood security and 
rural development”. These products would be 
eligible for ‘more flexible’ treatment.[2] 

Discussions focused on three main areas: (i) how the 
proposed flexibili<es might affect developing country 
exports; (ii) the number of tariff lines, and; (iii) the 
related issue of the number and kind of indicators 
used to guide SP selec<on.  

At most, to en<rely exempt SPs from tariff reduc<on 
could slow down the increase of South-South trade. 
At the same <me, it has also been argued that these 
flexibili<es would, in fact, contribute to increasing 
South-South trade in the longer term, as they would 
allow developing countries to make investments in 
their agricultural sectors and readjust their 
produc<on structure to become more compe<<ve, 
or to diversify into other sectors of the economy. 

3.	Ra&onale	Behind	The	Concepts	Of	Special	
Products	(SP)	And	The	Special	Safeguard	
Mechanism	(SSM)		

Developing countries have jus<fied the need for 
provisions on SPs and the SSM because further 
liberalisa<on might affect food and livelihood 
security and rural development. In this respect, it is 
useful to review the impacts of past liberalisa<on in 
developing countries. This is a subject of 
considerable controversy, with limited and 
inconclusive empirical evidence. While it is clear that 
removing trade distor<ons might contribute to 
employment and poverty allevia<on by providing 
increased trade opportuni<es, it is widely recognised 
that indiscriminate liberalisa<on might also generate 
nega<ve impacts (Bernal, L.2004) 

Firstly, trade liberalisa<on is ooen accompanied by 
broader economic reforms, which usually entail the 
reduc<on of state interven<on in the economy and 
the withdrawal of government support from some 
social and other services.   

In many countries, this process has also been 
characterised by a conscious decision by 
governments to reorient agricultural produc<on 
towards exports, some<mes by focusing their 
agricultural support on the promo<on of non-
tradi<onal export-oriented sectors.  

It brought benefits to the rural poor, through 
increased employment and by allowing some 
independent farms to produce for the export-
oriented sector, thus enabling them to command 
higher prices. However, the concomitant effect of 
this reorienta<on of agricultural produc<on towards 
exports has been the neglect of domes<c food 
produc<on.  
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This, combined with high transport costs in rural 
areas and low world prices resul<ng in part from 
subsidised exports from industrialised countries, has 
made it more cost-effec<ve for urban areas to source 
their food from the world market than from 
domes<c produc<on. Liberalisa<on has also 
contributed to farm concentra<on. This has led to 
increased produc<vity in some cases but has also 
increased inequali<es and the marginalisa<on of 
small producers who are unable to take advantage of 
new trading opportuni<es. 

SPs and the SSM are two different instruments, 
addressing two different problems associated with 
trade liberalisa<on. The idea behind the SPs is to 
provide targeted protec<on for the rural popula<ons 
of developing countries from the possible nega<ve 
impacts of trade liberalisa<on. This protec<on is 
likely to take the form of tariff reduc<on exemp<ons 
or minimal tariff cuts over a more extended 
transi<on period for products that are deemed 
necessary for food security, livelihood security or 
rural development, but which would not survive 
under so-called compe<<ve condi<ons. Mostly 
smallholder subsistence farmers, who represent a 
significant propor<on of developing countries’ rural 
popula<on, cul<vate these products  

By contrast, the SSM would allow countries to raise 
tariffs above their bound levels for a limited dura<on 
to protect import-compe<ng sectors against price 
depression and import surges. This tool could be 
useful for products that are ‘compe<<ve’ – or which 
because of SP flexibility could ’compete’ with imports 
– but which are s<ll vulnerable to price fluctua<on 
and revenue-related risks.  The SSM allows countries 
to raise tariffs above their bound levels for a limited 
dura<on to protect import-compe<ng sectors from 
import surges and price depression. 

3.1	How	AfCFTA	members	can	iden,fy	their	SPs?	

Each country can undertake an internal and inclusive 
process of discussion and consulta<ons to iden<fy its 
SPs and products eligible for the SSM. It is a pre-
condi<on for an informed and ac<ve par<cipa<on in 
the nego<a<ons. The primary challenge is to 
genuinely build on the three objec<ves when 
designa<ng SPs, instead of being driven by narrowly 
defined commercial considera<ons. 

3.2	The	importance	of	a	mul,-stakeholder	approach		

A mul<-stakeholder methodology is required to 
structure the internal discussion process (Figure 1).  
The process aims to place the analysis for the 
iden<fica<on of SPs within the broader na<onal 
strategy for sustainable agricultural development 
and poverty allevia<on. It also includes a range of 
stakeholder groups such as farmers’ associa<ons, 
consumers, industry representa<ves and civil society 
in the conversa<on about SPs, along with 
government officials and trade nego<ators. These 
groups, which are directly affected by trade 
integra<on, bring new and ooen overlooked insights 
to the table regarding the criteria for selec<on of 
SPs.  

Mul<-stakeholder par<cipa<on has been cri<cal in 
the process of facilita<ng the iden<fica<on of SPs 
and products with access to the SSM. While 
government officials and policymakers are 
responsible for the final selec<on of products to be 
designated on the basis of specific criteria, the 
decisions will also need to be informed by 
consulta<on between stakeholder groups such as 
farmers’ associa<ons, consumers, industry and 
exporter representa<ves and civil society with 
customs, agricultural and central bank officials and 
trade nego<ators.  

Such a consulta<on process ensures that any 
empirical research is subjected to scru<ny and 
refinement by groups such as farmers' groups, which 
are affected by the decision taken at the na<onal 
level. This process also enables policy-makers to 
complement empirical research with new insights 
and perspec<ves on the selec<on criteria for SPs that 
may have been ignored or overlooked during the 
research process. 

The methodology also a^empts to opera<onalise the 
three concepts entailed in the WTO July Framework 
Agreement through an illustra<ve list of indicators, 
both quan<ta<ve and qualita<ve, applied at the 
na<onal and sub-na<onal levels. These indicators 
iden<fy both the intended beneficiaries of the SP-
SSM flexibili<es and to assess the importance of 
specific products from a food/livelihood security and 
rural development perspec<ve. 
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The methodology provides guidelines to assess the 
poten<al direct or indirect impact of further 
liberalisa<on on the products iden<fied. In par<cular, 
it highlights the need for policymakers to take into 
considera<ons issues such as subs<tute products, 
vulnerability to imports or current levels of 
protec<on when finalising lists and ranking the 
iden<fied products. 

Figure 1 A Conceptual Framework for the Iden<fica<on of 
Special Products in Developing Countries 

Source: adapted from Bartel, C. et al. (ICTSD)  

The methodology was tested in studies selected by 
geographic distribu<on, the presence of domes<c 
research capacity, poli<cal willingness to support the 
process, and their various statuses as Net Food-
Impor<ng Developing Countries (NFIDC), Low-
Income Food-Deficit Countries (LIFDC), and Small 
Island Developing States (SIDS). Kenya, Tanzania and 
Nigeria were among the 20 selected countries. 

To assess the economic and social importance of 
par<cular products for specific high-poverty sub-
regions within a country, the analysis should apply 
indicators that go beyond the na<onal level, to 
understand circumstances at the sub-na<onal or 
provincial level. Furthermore, in addi<on to the 

iden<fica<on of products most relevant from the 
perspec<ve of food security at the na<onal and/or 
sub-na<onal levels, there is a need to iden<fy the 
vulnerable groups that are the intended beneficiaries 
of SP-SSM flexibili<es – the rural poor and small 
farmers – and the specific products on which their 
livelihoods depend. 

To iden<fy the intended beneficiaries – subsistence 
and smallholder farmers but also small commercial 
farmers who might be affected by further 

liberalisa<on and become subsistence 
farmers – proposed indicators were 
based on income, or more precisely 
the lack thereof; the geographical 
distribu<on of poverty; and measures 
regarding produc<on capacity, such as 
agricultural produc<vity and the size 
of landholdings. 

An illustra<ve list of indicators to 
iden<fy subsistence and smallholder 
farmers – the intended beneficiaries 
of SP-SSM flexibili<es: 

3.4	Iden,fica,on	of	the	intended	
beneficiaries	

The intended beneficiaries of the SP 
provisions and flexibili<es are those 
segments of the popula<on whose 
livelihoods is at risk from the effects of 
liberalisa<on. These are the rural 
poor, ooen small farmers with no 
other source of income, and 

popula<on groups where women usually are the 
primary source of labour in the produc<on process. 
To address the needs of these groups, three 
categories of indicators are proposed. 

4.	Indicators		

4.1	Indicators	Related	to	the	Income	Level	

The determina<on of these indicators depends on 
the availability of data in each country. Na<onally 
established poverty indicators, including parameters 
on urban and rural poverty, can be used since they 
respond best to the reality of each country and its 
par<cular circumstances. The following Indicators 
can be used: 
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The number of households or persons below the 
na<onal poverty line; 

The number of people with incomes insufficient to 
cover basic needs (i.e. food, shelter, health, clothes, 
educa<on); 

The measurement of household expenditures; or, 

The use of interna<onal measures of poverty, such 
as the World Bank’s poverty line of US$ 1 per person 
per day. 

4.2	Indicators	related	to	the	geographical	
distribu,on	of	poverty	

Several studies suggest that poverty can be 
par<cularly severe in specific areas, so-called 
’pockets of poverty’, something which is ooen 
explained by the lack of an adequate resource base, 
for example, scarcity of fer<le land and a lack of 
water resources, or isola<on due to a lack of 
adequate infrastructure. The popula<on’s livelihoods 
in poorly endowed regions usually depend on a 
single ac<vity put at risk by liberalising trade in the 
few crops usually grown in those areas. 

To address these issues, indicators must be based 
on: the analysis of the geographical distribu<on of 
poverty by the administra<ve/poli<cal organisa<on 
of each developing country; and an assessment 
based on the agro-ecological condi<ons of various 
regions. 

4.3	Indicators	regarding	produc,on	capacity	

The defini<on of subsistence and small-scale farmers 
depends on the par<cular circumstances of each 
country and its agricultural sector. No interna<onally 
agreed parameters exist for iden<fying such farmers, 
even though improving their livelihoods is 
fundamental to improving the living standards in 
rural areas. In this context, the indicators used would 
need to relate to the size of the produc<on unit – for 
instance, the number of hectares for cul<va<on in 
the case of crops and number of heads for livestock 
– and its produc<vity; for instance, metric tons of 
produce per hectare and head of livestock. 

Iden,fica,on	of	relevant	products	from	the	
perspec,ve	of	livelihood	security	and	rural	
development	needs	

In addi<on to iden<fying the beneficiaries, it is also 
necessary to iden<fy the products on which their 
livelihoods depend. Livelihood security and rural 
development needs are linked to the resource base, 
economic ac<vi<es and social networks on which 
rural popula<ons depend. It follows then that 
specific products are par<cularly relevant for the 
well-being of large segments of a country’s 
popula<on. 

The two sets of indicators suggested below a^empt 
to capture the rela<ve contribu<on of specific 
products to the economy and employment 
genera<on, using these two variables as proxies for 
the broad concepts of livelihood security and rural 
development needs. 

Measuring the economic importance of agricultural 
products 

The following primary indicators can help capture 
the rela<ve economic importance of a par<cular 
agricultural sector: 

• The contribu<on of the product to the na<onal 
agricultural GDP; 
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Income 

• The number of households/persons below the 
national poverty line; 

• The number of people with incomes below the 
necessary to cover basic needs (i.e. food, shelter, 
health, clothes, education, etc); 

• The measurement of household expenditures; or, 

• The use international standards of poverty such as 
the World Bank’s poverty line of US$ 1 per person a 
day. 

Geographical distribution of poverty 

• The analysis of the geographical distribution of 
poverty on the basis of the administrative/political 
organisation of each country; 

• An assessment based on the agro-ecological 
conditions of various regions. 

Production capacity 

• Very country-specific, but could include size of 
landholding, number of livestock, productivity.



• The contribu<on of the product to a par<cular 
region’s GDP; 

• The area of land dedicated to the produc<on of a 
par<cular product at the na<onal or regional 
levels; 

• The number of heads of livestock in the country or 
region; 

• The share of per capita income derived from a 
par<cular sector at the na<onal or regional level. 

Qualita<ve analysis may also be necessary to address 
other variables such as the links between a par<cular 
sector and the rest of the economy, or the poten<al 
for value addi<on. Indicators of the poten<al for 
value addi<on and linkages of a product include the 
extent to which it can be locally processed; the share 
of domes<c agricultural intermediate inputs used in 
non-agricultural sectors, and the value of goods and 
services used as inputs in the produc<on of the 
sector. 

Indicators	related	to	the	sustainability	of	agricultural	
sectors 

Developing countries may also want to look at 
indicators related to the sustainability of their 
agricultural sectors. For example, the environmental 
impact or agro-ecological role of some farming 
prac<ces might be included in the considera<ons to 
designate a par<cular product as an SP. Although 
these addi<onal concerns may not fit neatly into 
criteria based on food security, livelihood security 
and rural development needs, they are nonetheless 
crucial to the development concerns of developing 
countries. 

5.	Measuring	the	contribu,on	of	agricultural	
products	to	employment	

5.1.	Measuring	the	contribu,on	to	employment	

Indicators related to employment should reflect the 
importance of a par<cular sector as a source of 
income and livelihood for the popula<on. Indicators 
such as the following can assess the contribu<on to 
employment of a par<cular product: 

Total (absolute size of) workforce engaged in the 
sector at the na<onal level or in a region; 

The propor<on of the na<onal or regional 
agricultural popula<on engaged in the produc<on of 
a specific product; 

5.2	Labour	requirement.	

It is ooen difficult to obtain data on agricultural 
employment broken down by product or sector. In 
most cases, countries have to develop formulas to 
calculate the labour requirement of par<cular 
sectors, or for the produc<on of a par<cular product. 
One op<on would be to use ra<os that developed for 
use in other contexts that closely resemble the 
produc<on condi<ons for the product in ques<on.[9]  

5.3	Iden,fica,on	of	relevant	products	from	the	
perspec,ve	of	food	security	

Food security can be assessed on different scales, 
from the na<onal to the household and individual 
levels. The indicators developed should, therefore, 
reflect the rela<ve importance of par<cular products 
to the consump<on profile of the popula<on at 
these different levels. When collec<ng data on 
consump<on pa^erns, it is worth no<ng that 
na<onal statutes or regula<ons may already iden<fy 
some cri<cal staple products and a basket of basic 
foods reflec<ng local preferences and circumstances. 

Indicators related to food security could look at 
parameters such as: 

The share of a par<cular product in total na<onal or 
regional consump<on, as reflected by its 
contribu<on to the calorie intake of the popula<on; 

The share of income spent on a par<cular product at 
the na<onal or regional levels; 

Self-sufficiency and import penetra<on, especially on 
products prominent in the consump<on profile of 
the popula<on; 

The overall capacity of the country to finance food 
security programs, including its capacity to import 
food 

5.4	Supplementary	elements	for	the	analysis	

The categories of indicators proposed above are 
considered directly relevant for purposes of 
iden<fying poten<al SPs, based on the criteria of 
food security, livelihood security and rural 
development needs. There are, however, addi<onal 
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considera<ons that developing countries may want 
to incorporate in their internal evalua<ons to 
facilitate the process of priori<sa<on. 

5.5	Subs,tutes	for	exis,ng	products	

In iden<fying SPs, developing countries should 
analyse situa<ons where imports displace local 
produc<on or subs<tutes that are not locally 
produced. Recent examples of such displacements 
have included imports of wheat to Africa displacing 
the consump<on of cassava or millet in the region, 
and imports of powdered milk in the Caribbean 
displacing the local produc<on of fresh milk as an 
input to the local dairy industry. The analysis is a 
two-step process. Firstly, it could look at the extent 
to which poten<al SPs are exposed to subs<tutes. 
Next, examine the import penetra<on of directly 
compe<ng products and how this has changed over 
<me vis-à- vis the local produc<on. It is also essen<al 
to take into considera<on how subs<tutes evolve in 
the future. The nego<ated provisions for SPs should 
then aim to enable countries to maintain some 
protec<on against imports that are directly relacing 
subs<tutes and could lead to permanent changes in 
the consump<on pa^erns of the popula<on.  

5.6	Unfair	compe,,on	

When applying the indicators, developing countries 
should bear in mind that third par<es can export 
imported products with substan<al levels of 
subsidies. The list of highly-subsidised products is 
long and covers many developing countries’ staple 
foods, such as rice and corn. This problem is 
compound by the fact that the Doha Round is 
unlikely to change the situa<on seriously and high 
levels of subsidies by industrialised countries will 
most probably con<nue to be allowed under future 
agriculture disciplines in the WTO. Nego<ators 
should keep these trade distor<ons in mind when 
establishing their list of SPs and consider whether a 
poten<al SP or its subs<tute are par<cularly 
vulnerable to such distor<ons. 

5.7	The	current	level	of	protec,on	

The current level of protec<on provided to a 
poten<al SP, as reflected in the level of tariff 
overhang, may also be worth taking into account in 

the na<onal iden<fica<on process, and in the 
designa<on of SPs.  

This allows countries to target those products where 
the designa<on as SP would be most useful, in light 
of other special and differen<al treatments (S&DT) 
provisions available to developing countries. In this 
case, the designa<on of SPs should include an 
analysis of the likely effect on each product of the 
commitments to be undertaken by developing 
countries. 

5.8	Vulnerability	to	import	displacement	

Analysis of the extent to which imports could 
displace local produc<on would need to include an 
assessment of both the compe<<veness of the 
sector and the likelihood that imports would pose a 
threat to local produc<on. Factors such as consumer 
preferences and transport-related considera<ons 
may reduce the threat of imports compe<ng in the 
local market. 

Studies showed that imports of potatoes in  Peru, 
where the high cost of transpor<ng the product 
rela<ve to its value, and the par<cular consumer 
preference for local varie<es, make it unlikely that 
imports increase significantly as a result of reduced 
border protec<on. This analysis may be necessary to 
decide on the actual designa<on of SPs to the extent 
that the freedom of members to select such 
products is constrained.  

6.		SOME	EMPIRICAL	EVIDENCE	

6.1 Will SPs Affect Intra Africa Trade? 

Several agriculture-expor<ng developing countries 
have argued that the selec<on and treatment of SPs 
should not undermine the food- and livelihood 
security or rural development of their many poor 
and vulnerable farmers, whose welfare depends on 
improved market access for a few export products. 
The ques<on is instead whether such flexibili<es 
affect the overall balance of gains and losses for 
developing country exporters.  

6.2 Strategic products of export interest to 
developing countries show similar trends.  

In contrast, the SP flexibili<es might play a cri<cal 
role in addressing the food and livelihood security 
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needs of impor<ng countries and a^enuate possible 
nega<ve impacts resul<ng from further liberalisa<on. 
That said, some products are more controversial 
than others and developing countries relying on 
exports of those products might have a hard <me 
jus<fying domes<cally an absence of any new market 
access opportuni<es. Instead of en<rely excluding 
such products from SP flexibili<es, it might be easier 
to find ad hoc solu<ons for specific cases. For 
example, Malaysia is primarily concerned about 
access to the Indian market. An indica<on from India 
that it would not designate palm oil as an SP could 
alleviate many of those misgivings. The 
case of Thailand was more complicated as 
most countries are likely to designate rice 
as a 'special product'. However, here 
again, instead of en<rely excluding rice, a 
compromise could be found if the three 
or four countries where Thailand has 
specific export interests agreed to provide 
a minimum level of market access 
improvements. 

6.3	 The	 Appropriate	 Number	 of	 Tariff	
Lines	….	

Proposals put forward by WTO members 
range from five individual tariff lines to 20 
per cent of all agricultural tariff lines. 
Under the harmonised system (HS), however, the 
five tariff lines proposed by the US would not even 
allow countries to designate one product. Take milk, 
for example. Many countries are likely to designate 
milk and other dairy products as SPs, given the 
importance of these products as a source of 
livelihood for households. At the 6-digit HS level, 
most countries have eight tariff lines for milk and 
cream alone, and nearly 20 if dairy products such as 
bu^er, cheese and yoghurt are also included. If 
selected at the 8-digit level, as some WTO Members 
suggest, the number for milk and dairy products can 
go up to 37 tariff lines. 

A series of independent country studies carried out 
in collabora<on with local researchers in eleven 
developing countries suggest that an ‘appropriate’ 
number of products would probably range from six 
to twenty. These studies used a set of food security, 
livelihood security and rural development indicators 
similar to those proposed by the G-33. The studies 

also took into account variables such as current 
levels of protec<on, including the difference 
between bound and applied rates, as well as import 
vulnerability.  

The summary of the main findings is in Table 2. On 
average, the products iden<fied as SPs represent 10 
per cent of agricultural tariff lines. The most 
common products are rice, beef, corn, chicken, milk 
and dairy products, onions, potatoes, pork, tomatoes 
and some vegetable oils – ooen the same products 
that receive most domes<c support in OECD 
countries. 

Source: World Bank na<onal accounts data, and OECD 
Na<onal Accounts data files. 

6.4	The	Share	of	Total	Value	of	Agricultural	Imports	

The share of trade represented by SPs has also been 
a controversial issue. The WTO Secretariat calculated 
that designa<ng 20 per cent of tariff lines as SPs 
could allow two unnamed developing countries to 
shield as much as 98.4 and 94 per cent of the total 
value of their respec<ve farm imports from Doha 
Round tariff cuts. In prac<ce, if the selec<on of SPs is 
genuinely based on food security, livelihood security 
and rural development indicators, the percentage of 
market share represented by SPs would undoubtedly 
be lower than the Secretariat figure. While applying 
these three criteria would not wholly exclude 
products that compete with imports, the selec<on of 
SPs is most likely to focus on domes<cally produced 
goods, and in which the country is rela<vely self-
sufficient – as opposed to products for which it relies 
heavily on imports to meet domes<c needs. 
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Studies found that, on average, the SPs selected only 
accounted for less than one-fioh of the value of total 
agricultural imports. Therefore, while some countries 
have expressed concern that SP flexibili<es could 
exempt a considerable percentage of the agricultural 
trade from reform, available empirical evidence 
suggests these fears are unfounded. The area of 
‘sensi<ve’ products may be a more significant cause 
for concern, as, in the absence of any objec<ve 
selec<on criteria, the only way for Members to avoid 
abuse of this mechanism is to reduce the number of 
eligible products, or by agreeing to treat these 
products in a way that contributes to adequate 
market access improvements. 

6.5	 …	 Guided	 by	 Indicators	 of	 Food	 Security,	
Livelihood	Security	and	Rural	Development	

It is essen<al for countries to use relevant 
indicators to guide the self-designa<on 
process. This ensures that vested interests 
do not capture SP flexibili<es, or influenced 
by short-term mercan<list considera<ons. 
One op<on would be to select SPs from a 
fixed number of agreed indicators with 
specific thresholds. One proposal is that a 
product can qualify as an SP if it meets more 
than [x%] of domes<c consump<on through 
domes<c produc<on or when the product 
contributes at least [y%] of the total 
nutri<onal value (dietary and calorific 
requirement) of the popula<on. Another 
op<on, proposed by the G-33, established a 
non-exhaus<ve and non-cumula<ve list of 
indicators of the three criteria. While these 
indicators would not automa<cal ly 
determine which product qualifies as an SP, 
they would guide countries in the self-
designa<on process. 

F r o m a s u s t a i n a b l e d e v e l o p m e n t 
perspec<ve, a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach 
based on a small and fixed number of 
indicators with uniform thresholds is unlikely 
to deal adequately with food and livelihood 
security and rural development, given the diversity 
of situa<ons between African countries.  

The Sri Lankan example is a relevant one. Sri Lanka 
potatoes are not a cri<cal source of livelihood at a 
na<onal level; however, in the Uva province, they 

represent the primary source of agricultural 
employment. In this region, 86 per cent of the 
popula<on works in smallholder agriculture, and 
immediate alterna<ve employment opportuni<es 
are scarce. The domes<c produc<on might not 
survive increased compe<<on resul<ng from further 
trade liberalisa<on. However, if uniform thresholds 
are established – such as the requirement that a 
product must account for at least x per cent of 
agricultural employment to qualify as an SP – 
potatoes are likely to be excluded because this 
product does not represent a significant source of 
employment at the na<onal level. 

Table 10 Summary of possible indicators iden<fied 
for the selec<on of poten<al SPs 

Source: Based on the ICTSD country case studies 

In this context, an illustra<ve list of indicators – 
combined with the numerical limit discussed above – 
establishes a reasonable middle ground between 
flexibility and predictability. Aoer the modality stage, 
once countries have agreed on the maximum 
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number of products designated as SPs and the 
treatment applied to them, CFTA countries can 
present their na<onal lists of SPs for recogni<on as 
part of their schedules of commitments. This way, 
countries can jus<fy the inclusion of par<cular 
products in their SP lists by showing that they 
comply with one or more of the indicators provided 
on the illustra<ve list. It is reassuring their trading 
partners that the selec<on process is not an arbitrary 
one, but rather that it genuinely builds on the 
concept of food security, livelihood security and rural 
development. 

7.	Conclusion	

While necessary, SPs and SSM are just one part of 
the equa<on to mi<gate adverse impacts. 
Governments must improve knowledge, innova<on 
and produce the skilled workforce, adaptable to the 
demands of an integrated African con<nent and the 
fast pace of globalisa<on while at the same <me 
u<lising social policies for those who lose their jobs 
to increased compe<<on. 
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Summary 

In his book ‘The Great Transforma6on,’ published in 1944, 
Karl Polanyi warned about the dangers of unbridled 
market forces for locally embedded economic systems 
and democra6c ins6tu6ons. Many contemporary poli6cal 
scien6sts and economists concerned with human rights 
and social inequality in the age of globalisa6on regard this 
warning as visionary. They argue that the expansion of 
global trade has mainly benefited mul6na6onal 
enterprises (MNEs) at the expense of the local economy, 
culture and the environment. 

The present book challenges the dis6nc6on between the 
‘desirable’ local versus the ‘undesirable’ global. It draws 
on insights from economic sociology to illustrate how 
global business that is locally embedded can contribute to 
local economic empowerment and cultural renewal. 

MNEs are free to choose where to invest, and they tend 
to pick loca6ons where produc6on costs are low. 
However, many of them are also aware that their 
investments do not take place in a vacuum. If MNEs only 
feel accountable to stakeholders abroad, they may 
eventually face a local legi6macy problem. In this context, 
a commitment to ‘principled embeddedness’ may help 
address external concerns about compliance with 
interna6onal sustainability standards as well as local 
concerns about inclusive growth. An MNE generates 
inclusive growth by embedding itself into the local 
economy and culture. This local engagement enables the 
company to gain trust in the form of social capital, which 
also serves its the long-term. 

However, embedding a global company in local business 
is fraught with cultural misunderstandings as well as 
economic risk and uncertainty, especially in low income 
countries. It may also require a significant amount of 
investment in the upgrading of local skills, capaci6es, and 
infrastructure, as well as efforts to reconcile local cultural 
habits with the necessity to comply with the formal rules 
of global business. If the venture ul6mately succeeds, 
foreign direct investment (FDI) does not just generate 
private profits, but also a considerable amount of external 
social benefits. 

AUer all, embedded FDI does not just bring material 
goods into the country of des6na6on but also knowledge 
and know-how as well as access to global networks and 

capital. These non-tangible resources are not just crucial 
for catch-up growth, but also an essen6al condi6on 
inclusive and sustainable change, a central objec6ve of 
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United 
Na6ons (UN). Governments that are commiWed to the 
SDGs must therefore not just be regulators but also 
facilitators of change involving responsible and long-term 
oriented FDI in a na6onal partnership for sustainable 
development. 

A major obstacle to more sustainable economic 
integra6on is the defensive framing of sustainability in 
postmaterialist socie6es. It is expressed in the popular 
view that global economic growth undermines local 
sustainability. The UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights (UNGP) implicitly embrace this view with 
its ‘do no harm’ requirement for MNEs. The result is a 
global compliance and due diligence bureaucracy that 
tends to discourage investments in local entrepreneurship 
and innova6on in the Global South. This is however of 
liWle concern to an6-globaliza6on ac6vists who envision 
the restora6on of something beWer that must have 
existed before capitalism. As media savvy ‘epistemic 
brokers’ their globally coordinated protest ac6ons provide 
meaning and orienta6on by conver6ng complex local 
stories of resistance into simplified and drama6c mythical 
accounts of ‘big business’ versus ‘the people’. By doing so, 
they oUen misrepresent the demand for inclusive growth 
that has mobilized local people in the first place. 

The arguments and policy recommenda6ons in this book 
are based on insights from interdisciplinary social science 
and selected business case studies of MNEs opera6ng in 
developing countries. They illustrate the contribu6on of 
embedded global business to the SDGs if supported by 
ins6tu6ons in government and civil society that recognise 
the need to embark on a global partnership. 

1. 	Introduc,on	

Karl Polanyi calls the expansion of formal global 
markets in h is seminal book ‘ The Great 
Transforma6on’ (1944) a ‘satanic mill’. This mill 
would feed upon local communi6es and their 
informal economies and eventually result in great 
social disrup6on. Polanyi’s framing of economic 
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history as a struggle of ‘profit versus people’ has 
gained renewed aWen6on in the 21st century. 

Robert KuWner, an American journalist and social 
policy expert, argues in a recent essay in the New 
York Review of Books (KuWner 2017) that austerity 
policies in Europe and the renewed push for 
deregula6on in the United States would reaffirm 
what Polanyi cri6cised as “the utopian endeavour of 
economic liberalism to set up a self-regula6ng 
market system”. This endeavour would crowd out 
local culture and ci6zenship; lead to extreme 
inequality, and eventually trigger a poli6cal counter-
movement to restore human rights to ordinary 
people. 

This book does not defend European austerity 
policies or the Trump administra6on fondness for 
deregula6on of the domes6c economy – while 
simultaneously rejec6ng mul6lateralism in the 
governance of the world trade system. It does also 
not deny the countless corporate scandals before 
and aUer the global financial crisis of 2007-2008 that 
ruined the lives of many ordinary people. Yet, it 
challenges the popular narra6ve of global business 
as a sort of zero-sum game that merely thrives at the 
expense of society and the environment. In a world 
characterised by a high degree of economic 
interdependence, social and geographical mobility 
and transboundary environmental and social 
challenges, global business cannot be regarded 
anymore as something external and alien that is 
unrelated to our personal lives and social networks. 
We are all directly or indirectly dependent on and 
also benefit from its products, services and 
innova6ons as local producers as well as local 
consumers. The global sustainability challenge of the 
21st century is therefore not to get rid of global 
business but to beWer harness its poten6al to 
contribute to local sustainable development and 
inclusive growth. 

Mul6na6onal Enterprises (MNEs) are the main 
players in global business and probably the most 
scru6nized ones. The belief that their global 
opera6ons are completely detached from local 
cultural and social ac6vi6es contradicts the fact that 
all economic rela6ons, whether global or local, are 
always based on prior social rela6ons. In other 

words, the local cultural dimension should not be 
pitched against the global economic dimension but 
must instead be seen as its founda6on. There is, of 
course, corporate culture and there is local culture. 
However, these are not terms that describe a steady 
state but represent dynamic processes that thrive on 
exchange. Embedded foreign investments may 
contribute to a fruihul exchange by responding to 
local concerns and by crea6ng new local economic 
opportuni6es through economic integra6on. If MNEs 
with a commitment to principled embeddedness 
succeed in becoming an accepted and respected 
player in the local economy and culture, these 
companies gain the necessary social capital to secure 
their long-term license to operate. In other words, 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) is built into the 
long-term interest of such firms. CSR thus ceases to 
be a separate sec6on with a separate agenda within 
the MNE. Instead, it becomes an integral part of the 
business strategy. 

The poten6al contribu6on of such MNEs to 
sustainable change in developing economies is 
seldom appreciated because it runs against the 
stereotype that MNEs merely priva6se profits while 
socialising the costs in the regions where they invest.  

The general view that companies do business at the 
expense of local cultural and economic ac6vi6es 
remains firmly entrenched in the sustainability 
debate in affluent socie6es – oUen with the 
unintended consequence of encouraging cultural 
segrega6on rather than economic integra6on. Yet, 
the bipolar view of the ‘bad’ global and the ‘good’ 
local that underpins this sta6c and defensive view of 
sustainability runs counter to the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) who call for inclusive 
growth (SDG 8) and a global partnership (SDG 17) to 
develop hybrid and tailor-made local solu6ons to the 
significant global challenges of the 21st century. 

2.		Karl	Polanyi’s	influence	in	the	globaliza,on	
debate	of	the	21st	century	

Economic globaliza6on is primarily associated with 
the growth of mul6na6onal enterprises (MNEs). 
They have their headquarters primarily in 
prosperous economies in North America, Europe, 
and Asia and focus increasingly on inves6ng in 
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developing countries where land and labor are s6ll 
rela6vely cheap. 

Economists and poli6cal scien6sts who represent the 
school of ‘Embedded Liberalism’ (Ruggie 1982, Hays 
2009, Rodrik 2011) and scholars in the field of 
‘Corporate Social Responsibility’ (CSR) (Scherer et al. 
2006, WeWstein 2010) regard this trend as 
poten6ally disrup6ve for tradi6onal communi6es 
and their locally embedded economic systems. Weak 
law enforcement capabili6es in developing countries 
would be unable to ensure the protec6on of human 
rights of such communi6es and therefore public and 
private ini6a6ves are required to compensate 
affected communi6es through a generous welfare 
state or global CSR ini6a6ves respec6vely. 

The view that the primary task of governments is to 
tame unfeWered market forces is not necessarily 
wrong but incomplete and oUen accompanied by an 
ideological agenda and vested interests in preserving 
the status quo. On the leU wing of the poli6cal 
spectrum, an6-globalisa6on ac6vists demand 
addi6onal regula6on designed to minimise the social 
and environmental risks of global corporate 
investment. On the other side of the poli6cal 
spectrum, right-wing na6onalists frame global 
economic integra6on and migra6on as threats to 
cultural iden6ty and na6onal sovereignty. The recent 
poli6cal successes of the far right in North America 
and Europe have been made possible because of the 
support of the ‘distribu6onal losers’ of globaliza6on 
and the sedentary middle class that is concerned 
about cultural and economic decline. These losers 
feel increasingly decoupled from global economic 
change and no more represented by the leU wing 
poli6cians that have shiUed their concerns from the 
domes6c worker to ‘vulnerable minori6es’ (Hopkin 
2017, Pepinski 2017, Reckwitz 2018). They ask for 
simple explana6ons to complex problems and 
poli6cal entrepreneurs, who play the role of 
epistemic brokers, provide such explana6ons by 
using popular narra6ves of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ forces 
and by iden6fying plausible scapegoats (Aerni and 
Bernauer 2006). 

Yet, the claim that an unfeWered global economy is 
disrup6ng the local economies in an unprecedented 
way does not correspond to today’s reality of mixed 
economies with their subsidies and policy 

interven6ons to protect the domes6c economy from 
world trade (Rogers 2017). Such protec6onist 
policies, especially when combined with non-tariff 
trade barriers, are oUen jus6fied by the almost 
unques6oned chauvinis6c assump6on that 
everything produced domes6cally is automa6cally 
more sustainable and of beWer quality than 
subs6tutes produced abroad. Such protec6onist 
policies based on non-tariff trade barriers oUen 
favour potent incumbents in domes6c business. 
These incumbents primarily aim at preserving the 
status quo by arguing in favour of protec6ng the 
‘embedded’ na6onal economy, understood as a 
highly regulated economic system that protects the 
local business against disrup6ve economic change 
driven by entrepreneurship and innova6on. For 
outsiders, within and without the domes6c 
economy, who do not benefit from the social 
network and the poli6cal connec6ons of the 
resul6ng corpora6st system, such an ‘embedded’ 
economy is primarily characterised by nepo6sm 
(Schluep and Aerni 2016). It s6fles their economic 
opportuni6es. Therefore, entrepreneurial outsiders 
see economic globalisa6on not just as a threat but 
also an opportunity to weaken the dominant 
posi6on of incumbents in domes6c economies and 
make space for more economic freedom. The 
chances of such outsiders to find ways around 
established networks and create new and scalable 
markets has increased with the digital revolu6on and 
the rise of the global knowledge economy (Naam 
2013). Public resentment against such agents of 
change persists, especially when they become 
successful and grow big. 

3.		The	bipolar	mindset	in	academia,	civil	society	
and	government	

The changing context in the global knowledge 
economy of the 21st century requires a cri6cal re-
evalua6on of Polanyi’s dualist worldview that guided 
his interpreta6on of economic history in the first half 
of the 20th century. 

The re-evalua6on of Polanyi takes place in the 
second, third and fourth chapter, as well as chapter 
7.3 of the present book. It builds upon exis6ng 
research in economic history (Braudel 1982, North 
1977, Stehr 2008, Romer 2010, Bang 2016), 
economic sociology (GranoveWer 1985, Zafirovski 
2002, Beckert 2007), and industrial policy (Uzzi 1996, 
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Meyer et l. 2011). This empirical research challenges 
the implicit baseline assump6on of the school of 
‘embedded liberalism’ based on Polanyi’s argument 
that the global expansion of the formal market 
system poses an exclusive threat to locally 
embedded economic systems and human rights. The 
claim of Polanyi’s contemporary disciples that the 
World Trade Organisa6on (WTO) merely represents 
the interests of the global actors at the expense of 
local interests is shown to be misguided in Chapter 2. 
AUer all, the WTO is a product of compromise. It 
reflects the wish of its member states to par6cipate 
in a rule-based economy with ample policy space to 
take into account local concerns other than rent 
seeking protec6onism. This pol icy space, 
incorporated in the different WTO Agreements, is 
especially significant for member states that belong 
to the category of Least Developed Countries. Some 
global ac6vists would object by poin6ng out that 
many interests groups were underrepresented in the 
nego6a6ons of the WTO Agreements. Indigenous 
people, for example, would feel threatened in their 
cultural iden6ty by the expansion of global business 
encouraged by the WTO. Chapter 4.3 contradicts this 
view by poin6ng out that the local interests of 
indigenous people are oUen misrepresented by the 
global civil society organisa6ons that claim to 
represent them on the global stage. AUer all, Ar6cle 
21 of United Na6ons Declara6on on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples from 2007 clearly demands 
respect for the economic rights of indigenous people 
(right to ownership, right to self-determina6on and 
economic development, equality before jus6ce, 
freedom from discrimina6on). It indicates that 
indigenous people are as much interested in fair 
economic and cultural exchange as they are in 
cultural preserva6on. They are aware that their 
indigenous culture only remains aWrac6ve to the 
next genera6on if there is cultural renewal 
supported by selec6ve economic integra6on. 

Despite the lack of empirical evidence, the belief 
that the expansion of the formal global economy 
goes at the expense of local people who defend their 
local culture and natural environment has become 
very popular in contemporary affluent socie6es 
because it chimes well with postmaterial values. 
Even though mythical accounts of ‘local people 
versus global profit’ spread via social media by well-

known an6-globalisa6on ac6vists, such as Vandana 
Shiva, sound simple, plausible and therefore 
meaningful, they are highly misleading. AUer all, no 
real economy ac6vity (profit) is detached from 
individuals (people) and their social networks 
(communi6es), as economic sociologists point out. 

The embeddedness in social networks is especially 
crucial when a company invests abroad. It must gain 
social capital in the region of investment by 
contribu6ng to the resolu6on of three major 
coordina6on problems: the problem of value, the 
problem of compe66on and the problem of 
coopera6on. Chapter 5 points out that such a foreign 
investor may only be able to secure its long-term 
license to operate in the host country if these 
coordina6on problems are adequately addressed in 
collabora6on with the local stakeholders. 

Chapter 6 looks at contemporary economic and 
development policies that are s6ll guided by the 
social science theories developed during the Cold 
War. Structuralist and neomarxist theories, that were 
very popular in Human Geography and Postcolonial 
Studies, implied for example that interna6onal trade 
must be a zero-sum game that benefits the rich at 
the expense of the poor. In turn, neoclassical 
economics, also a theory developed during the Cold 
War period, only focuses on the rela6vely modest 
efficiency gains from global trade while ignoring the 
welfare effects generated through the introduc6on 
of new goods and services (Romer 1994). As a result, 
welfare economics, a branch of neoclassical 
economics, has an exclusive focus on internalising 
the nega6ve externali6es caused by private sector 
ac6vi6es. The posi6ve external effects on society 
resul6ng from private sector investment in 
innova6on are largely ignored. 

The expansion of the global economy aUer the Cold 
War has however significantly benefited previously 
developing na6ons, such as China, that have 
undergone ins6tu6onal reforms to embark on catch-
up growth. In this context, China was not focused on 
merely capturing efficiency gains from trade but on 
taking full advantage of the economic opportuni6es 
resul6ng from the rise of the global knowledge 
economy.  

The global knowledge economy is strongly linked to 
the ongoing digital revolu6on that made the non-
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rival resource ‘knowledge’ more widely available. 
Yet, access to codified knowledge on the internet is 
only one part. The more important part is 
investment in human capital to create the necessary 
tacit knowledge (know-how) to make commercial 
use of codified knowledge. It is Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI) that combines knowledge with 
know-how transfer into the local economy. These 
essen6al ingredients of endogenous development 
increase the likelihood that imported physical goods 
will eventually be subs6tuted by locally produced 
goods. Being a non-tangible resource, knowledge in 
the form of instruc6ons, recipes, protocols makes it 
possible to create a local good that is otherwise too 
costly to import - provided that the country has 
invested in the business infrastructure and the 
human skills and know-how of its people to take 
advantage of the new opportuni6es.  

In this context, the effec6veness of Official 
Development Assistance (DA), which was also 
invented during the Cold War to win over non-
aligned developing countries, is increasingly 
ques6oned because it is stuck in the classic view that 
development aid must protect rather than 
economically empower the poor (Easterly 2007, 
Deaton 2015). As such, it tends to preserve 
unsustainable local structures in low income 
countries rather than enable the highly needed 
structural change to create new economic 
opportuni6es for the large and increasingly educated 
younger genera6ons in the developing world. 

4.	Acknowledging	the	value	of	companies	
commiOed	to	‘principled	embeddedness’	

Chapter 7 and 8 argue that effec6ve DA needs to 
build upon the principle of coopera6on, especially 
with the private sector, if its goal is to enable 
sustainable change that reduces poverty through 
more economic opportuni6es and, simultaneously, 
improves the environment through sustainable 
intensifica6on. Producing more with less by making 
effec6ve use of new plahorm technologies such as 
informa6on technology, nanotechnology, and 
biotechnology, is vital given popula6on growth and 
increasing affluence in the 21st century. In this 
context, the focus in public policy and CSR needs to 
shiU from merely regula6ng and avoiding the risks of 
FDI to harnessing its benefits for the poor and the 
environment. It must be based on the insight that 

investments of MNEs do not just cause external costs 
for the local environment and society but may also 
generate external social and environmental benefits, 
especially if the MNE is commiWed to ‘principled 
embeddedness’. An MNE that abides by its internal 
code of conduct while taking an effort to locally 
embed its economic ac6vi6es so that it contributes 
to the upgrading and expansion of the local economy 
has a substan6al poten6al to contribute to inclusive 
growth while improving its environmental 
stewardship in collabora6on with local stakeholders. 

In this context, Chapter 7 points out that the UN 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
(UNGP) as well as various other interna6onal CSR 
guidelines developed by the Organisa6on for 
Economic Coopera6on and Development (OECD) and 
the Interna6onal Organisa6on for Standardisa6on 
(ISO), should recognise that corporate responsibility 
cannot be merely limited to the requirement of 
doing ‘no harm’. AUer all, companies do not create 
value by merely avoiding risks but taking the risk to 
invest in a new market. MNEs that benefit the region 
in which they operate should also be rewarded for 
doing ‘good,’ not because they want to be good 
corporate ci6zens but because doing so is in their 
long-term interest. 

A possible reason for the omission of the importance 
of corporate embeddedness in current CSR 
strategies may be the influence of global retailers on 
the design of sustainability standards in the food and 
agricultural sectors. Rather than informing 
consumers about the efforts of the supplying global 
agribusiness companies to make agriculture in 
developing countries more sustainable, they prefer 
to portray themselves as the most sustainable 
companies in the global food value chain. They do so 
by informing consumers about their collabora6on 
with reputa6on-enhanc ing env i ronmenta l 
organisa6ons, such as WWF. In their marke6ng 
campaigns, they primarily aim at making consumers 
feel good about themselves by feeling confident that 
their retailer is a selfless defender of nature and 
small-scale farming against the forces of industrial 
agriculture (Miller 2012, Aerni 2013a). The essen6al 
pillars of this wellness sustainability are ‘organic’ or 
‘fair trade’ premium products portrayed as natural, 
healthy and fair and therefore as the more ethical 
alterna6ve to industrial agriculture. 
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These claims are increasingly ques6oned based on 
insights gained from empirical research (Makita and 
Tsuruta 2017, Huybrechts et al. 2017, Dragusanu et 
al. 2017, Laufer 2014, LoW 2015, Ramone 2013, 
Gilbert 2012, Henderson 2008). Even from an ethical 
point of view, it is unclear whether these wellness 
premium products are the best choice for 
consumers. There is increasing evidence from field 
research, that ‘fair trade’ and ‘organic’ produc6on in 
developing countries may help increase the income 
of the immediate beneficiaries (e.g., members of the 
respec6ve farm coopera6ve) but discourage local 
entrepreneurship and innova6on, the key ingredients 
for homegrown development. Moreover, ‘fair trade’ 
and ‘organic’ coopera6ves in developing countries 
are controlled by retailers in developed countries. As 
such, they have become capital-intensive tropical 
food produc6on sites subsidized by foreign 
consumers and states, but in most cases, uWerly 
disembedded from local economic ac6vi6es. As 
such, these niche markets for affluent consumers 
contribute very liWle to structural change. 

Finally, it is unclear whether ethical concerns indeed 
mo6vate the consumer's decision to buy organic or 
fair trade, or whether it is instead about trea6ng 
oneself to a premium product (Miller 2012). No one 
would probably be puzzled if the marke6ng slogan 
for these ‘sustainable’ products would be ‘because I 
am worth it’. 

5.		When	MNEs	become	part	of	the	solu,on	rather	
than	part	of	the	problem	

Whether FDI is indeed capable of genera6ng profits 
by empowering rather than exploi6ng people does 
not just depend on the awareness of the MNE that it 
does not operate in a vacuum but also on the 
re s p e c 6 ve d o m e s6 c i n s6 t u 6 o n a l s e s n g . 
Governments that want to force foreign investors to 
comply with local content requirements may not be 
effec6ve in achieving the desired outcome if they fail 
to “do their homework.” This homework comprises 
domes6c reforms and investments not just in the 
domes6c human capital stock and an ins6tu6onal 
env i ronment that enables economic and 
technological change, but also in the physical and 
digital infrastructure (UNCTAD 2017a). 

Crea6ng these favourable framework condi6ons 
helps reduce the uncertainty for subsidiaries of 
MNEs to invest in the domes6c economy. 

The commitment in prac6ce to ‘principled 
embeddedness’ is illustrated in this book using 
selected MNE case studies in chapter 7.4. Also, 
Chapter 8 uses concrete case studies in Africa to 
highlight the importance of state and non-state 
actors as intermediaries and catalysts who render 
local ins6tu6ons and businesses more responsive to 
MNEs that are prepared to become more embedded 
in the local economy. 

These case studies are not meant to praise the 
selected MNEs for their local business prac6ces, but 
instead to point out that the long-term profit-mo6ve 
may not necessarily conflict with social and 
environmental objec6ves. The poten6al for 
opportunism in large companies may be widespread 
despite increasing expenses on compliance and due 
diligence processes (Chen and Soltes 2018). 
However, the examples clearly show that globally 
ac6ve corpora6ons may contribute to economic 
empowerment and sustainable change in the regions 
of investment through a strategy of principled 
embeddedness. This is par6cularly true for their 
presence in many developing countries where they 
oUen offer an alterna6ve to a repressive tradi6onal 
economic system in which social status and not 
individual merits determine one’s chances to obtain 
a decent job in the formal economy (Mar6n 2012). 

The ambi6ous young and educated majority in 
developing countries who are stuck in persistent 
feudalist structures tend to become outsiders in 
their society, especially if they are not connected to 
the country’s poli6cal and economic elite. Lacking 
the necessary social connec6ons to enter the formal 
economy as entrepreneurs, they oUen decide to 
migrate elsewhere in search for economic 
opportuni6es. In this context, the growing number of 
economic refugees is a symptom of failed domes6c 
policies as well as misguided development assistance 
(DA) that avoids produc6ve collabora6on with the 
private sector to create economic opportuni6es for 
entrepreneurs in the formal domes6c economy. The 
grievance of the neglected young entrepreneurs is 
iden6fied as one of the main triggers of the Arab 
spring (Mar6n 2012). 
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It is not surprising that Karl Polanyi never addressed 
this downside of tradi6onal economies in which 
land-owning insiders may officially portray 
themselves as custodians of the natural 
environment, tradi6onal society, and local culture to 
strengthen the legi6macy of their privileged 
economic and poli6cal posi6on in society. It would 
have conflicted with his binary thinking of the ‘bad’  
global and the ‘good’ local. This binary thinking is 
however persistent because it offers a reduc6on of 
complexity in an ever more complex society 
(Luhmann 1993). As a result, the binary thinking 
con6nues to influence the funding priori6es in 
development coopera6on, academic research and 
CSR strategies, despite the growing empirical 
evidence that it aggravates rather than resolves the 
social and environmental sustainability challenges of 
the 21st century. AUer all, focusing only on the 
‘vulnerable’, the presumably passive vic6ms of 
change, and portraying the agents of change, 
understood as foreign direct investors and local 
entrepreneurs who strive to become their suppliers, 
as mere perpetrators, supports the incumbent elite. 
They benefit from the status quo at the expense of 
economic empowerment and inclusive growth. 

The concept of vulnerability treats the target 
popula6on as passive vic6ms who need to be saved 
by ‘therapeu6c entrepreneurs’ supported by DA 
(Ecclestone 2017). These therapeu6c entrepreneurs 
are assumed to be beWer educated and therefore to 
know beWer what the vulnerable need. In most 
cases, these external stakeholders are not aware that 
their interpreta6on of the local circumstances is in 
most cases not informed by the local people and 
their concerns, but somewhat sta6c stereotypes and 
mythical stories that prevail in donor countries about 
the situa6on of the poor in recipient countries. An 
issue that is extensively discussed in Chapter 4 as 
well as the concluding remarks in Chapter 9. 

The view that entrepreneurs who try to take 
advantage of economic opportuni6es are mere 
perpetrators who do not need any assistance proves 
to be one of the most widespread myths in affluent 
socie6es. Why? Because, worldwide, the self-
employed, in most cases survival entrepreneurs, live 
in a much more precarious state than those with 
formal employment. Moreover, this is not just true 

for daily laborers without any formal educa6on or 
training but also university graduates in developing 
countries that do not have the opportunity to enter 
into a family business and failed to obtain a well-paid 
job with a foreign NGO, an MNE or the government 
aUer gradua6on (Aerni 2015b). 

Since the human rights movement emerged from 
the labour rights movement, the grievances of these 
entrepreneurs are just not on the radar screen of 
human rights ac6vists (Aerni 2015b). Yet, survival 
entrepreneurs, especially if endowed with a good 
educa6on and business training, may be of great 
interest to foreign companies which care about 
mo6vated and qualified local partners and 
employees. More than anyone else, these 
companies give entrepreneurs in precarious 
situa6ons a chance by inves6ng in their skills or the 
upgrade of their business. As such, MNEs may 
significantly contribute to social mobility in 
t r a d i 6 o n a l s o c i e 6 e s a n d t h e e c o n o m i c 
empowerment of outsiders. 

MNEs in affluent socie6es are however hardly ever 
associated with economic empowerment in 
developing economies. Instead, they are perceived 
as selfish actors that care about shareholder value, 
compe66ve off-shore employment, tax evasion 
schemes and monopoly power. This may be true for 
MNEs involved in corporate crimes and malprac6ces. 
Hollywood movies and the media widely cover these 
cases. However, empirical research indicates that the 
vast majority of MNEs do not correspond to the 
nega6ve stereotype of ‘Big Business’. The claim, for 
example, that small businesses would account for a 
higher share of decent employment, be more 
innova6ve and contribute more to the tax base of 
society has mostly be rebuWed (WTO 2016, Atkinson 
and Lind 2018). 

Moreover, even though ‘big business’ may spend 
more on poli6cal lobbying, they seem to be less 
effec6ve in achieving their goals than small 
businesses, who generally pay less taxes and obtain 
much more government assistance (Atkinson and 
Lind 2018). The reason for this outcome is that 
public opinion loves ‘small’ and hates ‘big’ business, 
and poli6cians who care about re-elec6ons are 
careful about not being associated with the ‘hated’ 
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ones. Alas, by asking for more regula6on of 
innova6on-driven industries, the same poli6cians 
may inadvertently strengthen the market posi6on of 
large firms that, unlike start-up companies, have the 
means to comply with addi6onal costly regula6on 
(Aerni 2015b). The rather ar6ficial divide between 
small ‘good’ firms and bad ‘large’ firms leads to 
short-termism in poli6cs that is unable to address 
the long- term cha l lenges o f susta inab le 
development in a collabora6ve way. AUer all, small 
companies must become part of a business 
ecosystem that also involves large companies if they 
want to succeed. Moreover, big companies are 
probably the largest investors in innova6ve small 
companies (Atkinson and Lind 2018). 

Given the urgency to move away from the 
unproduc6ve binary mindset in academia, civil 
society, and poli6cs and to learn from the past when 
addressing the global sustainability challenges of the 
21st century, chapter 9 concludes by calling for a 
paradigm shiU in the theory and prac6ce of 
interna6onal sustainable development. This 
paradigm shiU is reflected in SDG 8 on ‘Decent work 
and Economic Growth’ of the United Na6ons 
Sustainable Development Goals. The United Na6ons 
Development Program (UNDP) considers this goal 
key for achieving the remaining 16 Sustainable 
Development Goals because improved incomes liU 
people out of poverty and automa6cally improve 
access to essen6al human rights (e.g., the right to 
food, right to water, right to decent shelter, gender 
equality). As such, SDG 8 represents the priority of 
poor people in developing countries who have not 
obtained formal employment in the private sector 
and are therefore forced to make a living as survival 
entrepreneurs. To understand why the poor people 
value foreign direct investment if embedded in the 
local economy, one has to listen directly to the poor 
in these countries rather than to the an6-
globalisa6on ac6vists who claim to talk on behalf of 
their interests. The concluding illustrate using a 
concrete example of good inves6ga6ve journalism, 
how the voice of the locals can be heard and induce 
a change in thinking about sustainable development 
in the par6cular local context. The example shows 
that, for the poor, it is obvious, that poverty has no 
cause. It is merely the absence of prosperity. People 
in affluent socie6es, see prosperity as the cause of 

poverty elsewhere. It is important they realize that 
economic exchange, unlike war, is not a zero-sum 
game. 
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Abstract 

The best policy inten2ons to protect the general 
public have a downside. They also can create barriers 
to trade. NTMs in agriculture and food are a primary 
factor behind the decreasing export growth to the 
European Union (EU) despite African countries 
enjoying considerable EU preferen2al market 
treatment. The by surveys performed in five EAC 
countries of Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and 
Burundi barriers showed the NTMs that most 
restrain trade within and between these countries. 
In a con2nent where having access to essen2al 
services is a challenge, these too become barriers to 
produc2ve enterprises and trade. The paper, 
therefore, argues that the successful implementa2on 
of the AfCFTA depends on many non-trade policies 
and programmes – such as conflict resolu2on, 
figh2ng corrup2on and, developing transport 
corridors and telecommunica2on networks, 
liberalisa2on of the movement of people, 
improvement of trade logis2cs, and governance 
reforms. It also depends on making regional 

integra2on work for SMEs.4[4] 

1.  Introduc)on		

There are two dis2nct categories of NTMs 1) 
technical measures and 2) non-technical measures. 
Technical measures are product-specific proper2es 
such as characteris2cs, technical specifica2ons and 
produc2on process of a product. They are meant to 
ensure quality and food safety, environmental 
protec2on and na2onal security, and protec2ng 
animal and plant health. Methods to assess and to 
conform to compliance of a product fall in the same 
category. Non-technical measures refer to trade 

requirements, such as shipping requirements, 
customs formali2es, trade rules, taxa2on policies. 
Other problems that companies face are procedural 
obstacles (POs) or challenges related to the 
implementa2on of NTMs and TBEs or the trade-
related business environment. These are problems 
caused by the lack of adequate tes2ng facili2es to 
comply with technical measures or excessive 
paperwork in the administra2on of licences. These 
can range from delays and costs of poor 
infrastructure or the behaviour of customs officials. 

The frequency and complexity of the measures, 
which include SPS and TBT, can nega2vely affect the 
trade flows especially in poorer countries. Quality 
requirements and controls imposed in Uganda and 
partner countries are necessary as long as they do 
not add cost and delays pu\ng products at a 
compe22ve disadvantage in interna2onal markets. 
These Non-tariff Measures are mandatory 
requirements, rules or regula2ons legally set by the 
government of the expor2ng, impor2ng or transit 
country (ITC 2018). NTMs become an obstacle to 
trade for exporters and importers when they are 
perceived to be ‘'burdensome'' by the laaer. Usually, 
partner countries apply 70 per cent of NTMs, and 30 
per cent occur at home. That is why it is a challenge 
to design non-tariff measures (NTM) that not only 
protects consumers and supports na2onal 
development and growth, but also facilitates the 
process of regional integra2on (Poonam Mohun 
2014). An efficient NTM regime on imported inputs 
used in domes2c processing and export drives 
compe22veness. Some methodologies (UNCTAD, 
ITC) evaluate the poten2al economic benefits from 
realising NTM-related integra2on. If a country gets it 
right, it could increase its GDP by up to 3 per cent. 
Gains in employment are es2mated to go up by 2-5 
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per cent (UNCTAD NTM data). In addi2on to 
government policies and requirements, African 
exporters also face standards imposed by private 
firms as well as NGO’s that promote Fair Trade 
cer2ficates for European clients and consumers. 
African producers and exporters are expected to 
cover the costs associated with training and 
packaging to get the cer2ficates. NTMs in the case of 
agro-food goods are a leading factor behind 
decreasing export growth to the European Union 
(EU). This is even though African countries have 
considerable preferen2al market treatment (CITE).  

1.1 The growing role of NTMs in trade 

With the implementa2on of open trade policies 
since the 1980s, African countries have benefited 
from effec2ve integra2on in the world economy. 
Significantly improved market access through the 
reduc2on of barriers to trade has yielded fast growth 
in trade flows, Mul2lateral, bilateral and regional 
integra2on efforts are widely recognised to have 
played an essen2al role in this trend, 

Yet the liberalising trend has not been even. As tariffs 
have fallen in most markets, non-tariff measures 
have come to loom ever more significant as 
impediments to effec2ve market access, par2cularly 
for developing countries. For example, Intra-African 
trade is currently 15 per cent of its total trade, 
compared with 19 per cent intra-regional trade in 
La2n America, 51 per cent in Asia, 54 per cent in 
North America and 70 per cent in Europe.  

Trade nego2ators have long recognised that non-
tariff measures are progressively replacing tariff 
measures regarding trade restric2veness, At the 
launch of the Doha Development round in 2001, 
WTO Ministers agreed to “reduce or as appropriate 
eliminate tariffs, including the reduc2on or 
elimina2on of tariff peaks, high tariffs, and tariff 
escala2on, as well as non-tariff barriers, in par2cular 
on products of export interest to developing 
countries”.[3] 

The concept of a "non-tariff measure" is contested. 
In principle, all trade policies other than tariff du2es 
can be considered non-tariff measures. That includes 
technical measures such as technical requirements 
and conformity assessments, but also non-technical 
measures such as quan2ty control measures, price 

control measures, government procurement 
restric2ons or rules of origin, In many cases, 
domes2c policies not explicitly intended to affect 
trade have unexpected trade-restric2ng effects. For 
example, policies conceived to protect human or 
animal health or the environment can open act as 
non-tariff measures, and such policies have at 2mes 
been used as alterna2ves to explicitly protec2onist 
measures in efforts aimed at protec2ng domes2c 
markets. Following the financial crisis in 2008, many 
countries applied non-tariff measures of this kind for 
protec2onist purposes. 

In developing countries, and especially in Africa, non-
tariff measures are a significant concern for 
expor2ng and impor2ng firms. Also because 
according to Deardorff (1987) non-tariff measures 
are more solicited since their effects are more direct 
than tariffs. 

Compliance with complex requirements that open 
vary across products and markets can be costly, and 
weak trade-related infrastructure and burdensome 
administra2ve procedures can lay waste to business 
plans predicated on 2mely delivery. Moreover, the 
impact of non-tariff barriers is magnified in Sub-
Saharan Africa, where countries open rely on one or 
two export products for the bulk of trade-related 
foreign exchange inflows (Mold, 2005). 

1.2   NTMs, their classifica2on and other 
obstacles to trade  

Unlike tariffs, non-tariff measures are not necessarily 
comparable across countries and products. Several 
aaempts to iden2fy and classify non-tariff measures 
have been undertaken, UNCTAD, for instance, 
launched an ini2a2ve on the defini2on, classifica2on, 
collec2on and quan2fica2on of non-tariff barriers. 
The Mul2-Agency Support Team (MAST) and the 
Group of Eminent Persons on Non-Tariff Barriers 
(GNTB) define non-tariff measures as a wide range of 
trade policy measures, other than customs tariffs, 
exer2ng an economic impact on interna2onal trade 
in goods, services, and factors of produc2on. These 
measures can take a great many forms of regula2ons 
and restric2ons, mainly in the form of regula2ons 
legally imposed by either the home country or the 
partner country affec2ng and distor2ng trade by 
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increasing transac2ons costs or by prohibi2ng the 
transac2on outright,   

UNCTAD’s Mul2-Agency Support Team (MAST) 
developed a widely used classifica2on system for 
non-tariff measures to provide a concise defini2on of 
NTMs, a classifica2on system of NTMs to facilitate 
data collec2on process and analysis and ways to 
collect informa2on on NTMs. It also provides 
guidelines for the use of data and their quan2fica2on 
methodology, 

1.3   Understanding the company perspec2ve on 
NTMs and POs 

Despite such efforts, non-tariff measures and their 
effects on trade remain difficult to quan2fy. Again, 
different approaches have been proposed to assess 
non-tariff measures' impact on trade (Deardorff and 
Stern 1997).  

One such approach is based on a large-scale 
company survey. It is an approach that ITC used to 
gauge business perspec2ve on burdensome non-
tariff measures, procedural obstacles and other 
technical barriers to trade faced in trading with 
partner countries. The survey allows iden2fying 
where obstacles occur and the ins2tu2ons involved, 
whether in the origina2ng country or the country of 
des2na2on, It captures the day-to-day reality faced 
by exporters and importers. This approach can yield 
novel and valuable informa2on on non-tariff 
measures that policymakers and trade support 
ins2tu2ons can use to iden2fy the specific needs of 
the different business sector. 

The principal obstacles faced by companies in 
developing countries according to the OECD are 
technical measures, addi2onal charges and 
burdensome customs procedures (OECD 2005). 
Technical regula2ons, standards and conformity 
a s s e s s m e nt m e a s u re s , a n d s a n i ta r y a n d 
phytosanitary measures (SPS) open hit African 
exporters to the developed world dispropor2onately 
hard, since many specialise on agricultural exports to 
the North (Wilson 2000, et al., In south-south trade, 
companies are mostly stymied by costly customs and 
administra2ve procedures due to the lack of trade-
related infrastructure and unusual behaviour on the 
part of officials, and by non-tariff measures such as 
import charges and other addi2onal costs. 

Other surveys have focused on non-tariff measures 
at the regional level. In 2008, the World Bank's 
report on NTMs in the East African Community 
iden2fied several non-tariff barriers to intra-EAC 
trade, highligh2ng restric2ve prac2ces, technical 
barriers to trade, and sanitary and phytosanitary 
measures as cri2cal restric2ons. The study asked 
government officials, companies (producers/
exporters/importers/transporters) to iden2fy NTMs 
constraining intra-regional trade between EAC 
members (2008b). 

Other surveys break down non-tariff measures by 
sector, product and country. In the EAC region, trade 
in maize and beef is open limited by high du2es, 
unusua l payments at customs, l i cens ing 
requirements, lack of road infrastructure, 
discriminatory behaviour by customs agents and 
burdensome administra2ve procedures and 
documenta2on requirements (Karugia et, al, 2009). 
In the dairy sector, intra-EAC trade remains limited, 
with only 1 Per cent of the regional produc2on 
crossing borders due to lack of infrastructure for 
produc2on, transport and storage (Jensen, Keyser 
and Strychacz, 2010).  

According to a survey on Kenya's exports in the EAC-
COMESA region, the significant non-tariff barriers 
take the form of quality standards inspec2on 
procedures and sanitary and phytosanitary measures 
given the structure of Kenya's export in these 
markets, These types of non-tariff barrier arise due 
to the slow harmoniza2on of trade policies among 
the EAC countries (Ihiga, 2007).  

The East African Business council referred to Kenya 
as the "worst offender regarding non-tariff barriers" 
in the EAC. The progress of the East African Customs 
Union, the establishment of the Common Market in 
2010 and the implementa2on of the East African 
Monetary Union Protocol are boos2ng to the 
regional integra2on process.[7] However, Okute M, 
(2017) finds that technical Barriers to Trade 
regarding technical requirements, voluntary 
standards and conformity assessment procedures 
s2ll nega2vely affect trade. Kenyan exporters face 
ins2tu2onal barriers to trade in the EAC ci2ng 
difficul2es with applica2on procedures of numerous 
cer2fica2on and conformity assessments, and the 
procedure for obtaining the cer2ficate of origin 
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being cumbersome, lengthy, and amoun2ng to a 
barrier to trade. 

In Uganda, burdensome non-tariff measures include 
documenta2on requirements at customs for export, 
use of clearing agents, lack of standards 
harmonisa2on among EAC countries, vehicle 
registra2on and licensing, taxes and subsidies. 
Procedural obstacles include delays in clearance, 
roadblocks, numerous stops along the Northern 
corridor, poor infrastructure and trade-related 
facili2es for tes2ng and cooling, power shortages, 
language barriers, discriminatory behaviour by 
customs officials and immigra2on procedures 
(Okumu, 2010).  

Being landlocked, Uganda depends on the 
neighbouring countries to access the sea and for 
trade-related infrastructure such as rail, road, sea 
freight, clearing and forwarding services. For 
imports, cri2cal non-tariff measures include 
administra2ve procedures at customs on maaers 
such as documenta2on, transi2ng procedures, 
quality inspec2on and cer2fica2on procedures 
(Tumuhimbise and Ihiga, 2007). 

2.			Economic	and	social	structure	of	EAC	countries	

The imported goods that make up the structure of 
African imports are metal products, machinery, 
equipment, chemical products and other industrial 
goods, and means of transporta2on. The majority of 
imported goods come from the EU, China, India and 
the US. 

The EAC adopted its 2016 roadmap to op2mise the 
u2lisa2on of its resources to accelerate produc2vity 
and the social wellbeing; Vision 2050 is about 
transforming the EAC region into an upper middle-
income region based on the principles of 
inclusiveness and accountability (EAC Vision 2050). 
The TFTA is instrumental in achieving the 
transforma2on, hence preparing the ground towards 
a con2nent-wide integra2on. 

2.1   Gross domes2c product and human 
development 
With a popula2on of 150 million in 2017 and a 
surface of 1,82 million square kilometres, EAC 
countries vary widely regarding income, industrial 
structures, and social indicators, despite historical 
2es. Compared to regional integra2on schemes in 

Sub-Saharan Africa, the East African Community is 
making no2ceable economic progress and achieving 
real development gains, with combined Gross 
Domes2c Product of US$ 146 billion (EAC Sta2s2cs 
for 2016). Accoun2ng for 41 per cent of that total, 
Kenya is the largest economy in the region, with a 
real GDP of US$79,511 billion in 2017, followed by 
Tanzania and Uganda at US$ 51,725 billion and US$ 
26,349 billion, respec2vely, Rwanda and Burundi 
lagged behind with real GDPs of US$ 9,137billion and 
US$ 3,396 billion in 2017 (Table 1), respec2vely. 

Table1: EAC real GDP (US$ billion) current prices 

Source: Interna2onal Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook 

Database, April 2018 

Since the turn of the century, the EAC member 
countries have experienced rapid growth and now 
rank among the fastest growing economies in sub-
Saharan Africa and the developing world, Annual 
GDP growth rates have neared 6 per cent in the last 
decade in the EAC countries, compared to 5,4 per 
cent in other Sub-Saharan countries (Figure 1). 

Figure1: EAC real GDP Growth (%) 

Sources: Interna2onal Monetary Fund, Regional Economic 
Outlook Database, October 2017 

Despite significant heterogeneity, growth rates 
remain ac2ve in all EAC members, According to the 
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IMF 2018 regional economic outlook, Rwanda, 
Tanzania, and Uganda are among the fastest growing 
economies coming in at 4,2 per cent, 4,7 per cent 
and 2,1 per cent in 2018, Burundi’s economy at -2,2 
per cent in 2018, aper growing by 2,7 Per cent in 
2010 (Figure 2).  

Figure 2: EAC countries Real Per Capita GDP Growth (%) 

Sources: Interna2onal Monetary Fund, World Economic 
Outlook Database, October 2018 

in the context of sound economic growth, the EAC 
countries are experiencing rising average real per 
capita GDP, more than doubling to US$518 from 
US$252 in 2000, However, significant dispari2es 
remain among the EAC countries with real per capita 
GDP in 2018 ranging from US$ 339,894 in Burundi to 
US$ 1,837,710 in Kenya (Figure 3), Moreover, 
compared to other sub-Saharan countries, the EAC 
countries seem to be lagging behind. To sustain the 
regional GDP growth, EAC countries need to improve 
domes2c resource mobilisa2on and expand the fiscal 
space to support public investment this would 
strengthen overall macroeconomic stability.  

Figure 3: Real GDP per capita (US$)  

Source: Interna2onal Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook 
Database, April 2018 

2.2   Sector contribu2ons to GDP 

Structural transforma2on (Structural change, 
produc2vity, and employment) is far more vital for 
reducing poverty than per capita economic growth. 
The AfDB finds that between 1981 and 2008 in Sub-
Saharan Africa, poverty declined only by four 
Percentage points. Despite more than a decade's 
robust growth, the lack of structural transforma2on 
is revealed by the small contribu2on industrial 
sector's to GDP of about 18 per cent (see table 2). 
Following Uganda's path-breaking pro-market 
reforms of the 1980's, other EAC member countries 
implemented a wide range of trade and trade-
related policies including as part of the Structural 
Adjustment Programmes (SAP). The programme 
aimed to liberalise produc2ve sectors and open the 
financial sector to interna2onal compe22on while 
reducing governments' involvement in the economy, 
EAC countries have pursued a trade liberalisa2on 
agenda through both mul2lateral agreements and 
regional integra2on schemes,  

Table 2 Structural change and growth 

Source: value added are computed based on AfDB, sta2s2cs 
department 2017: Average includes: Comoros, Djibou2, 
Ethiopia, Sudan, Seychelles 

The economic structure of the East African 
Community has shiped from the primary sector 
(mainly agriculture) to industrial and service sectors 
in the past three decades. The agriculture sector 
used to account for 28 per cent of Kenya's GDP; 41 
per cent of Tanzania's, and 38 Per cent of Uganda's 
in the late 1990's. By 2009 it accounted for 23,2 per 
cent in Kenya; 28,8 per cent in Tanzania; 24,8 per 
cent in Uganda; 36,1 per cent in Rwanda and 43,9 
per cent in Burundi. In recent years, the EAC 
countries' GDP growth shiped towards the service 
sector, which is increasingly the backbone of the 
Kenyan economy at 64 per cent of GDP, Uganda's 
service sector accounted for almost half of GDP since 
2001, and 63 per cent in 2010, The key sub-sectors 
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driving the Ugandan economy are financial services, 
telecommunica2ons and transport (African 
Economic Outlook, 2011).  

Among the EAC countries, the services sector 
accounted for a significant share of the GDP, except 
Burundi where the services and the primary sector 
both account for 44 per cent of GDP.  At the same 
2me, the manufacturing sector seems to be playing 
a declining role in the economy, par2cularly for 
Rwanda where it accounts for just 7,5 per cent 
(AfDB, 2011). However, the drivers of economic 
growth show considerable varia2on from one EAC 
country to another, Tanzania experienced a 
significant ship in GDP composi2on over the past 
few years. The service sector amounted to 55,8 Per 
cent along with the primary sector with 28, 8 Per 
cent in 2010. The share of the manufacturing sector 
accounts for 15, 5 per cent in 2010, mainly due to 
the construc2on sector. In 2017, the service sector in 
Tanzania stood at 43,5 per cent along with the 
primary with 31,5 per cent in 2017; the share of the 
manufacturing sector accounts went up over 10 per 
cent to 25 per cent. 

Rwanda's primary economic drivers in 2010 were 
services and manufactured sector with respec2vely 
9,6 and 8,4 per cent increase (World Bank, 2011). In 
2010, the services and primary sector were the 
leading sectors in terms of GDP with respec2vely 56, 
5 and 36,1 per cent meanwhile the manufacturing 
sector accounts for 7, 3 per cent of GDP in Rwanda in 
2010. In 2017, the services and primary sectors are 
the leading sectors regarding GDP with respec2vely 
5 0 , 3 a n d 3 4 , 6 p e r c e nt m e a nw h i l e t h e 
manufacturing sector accounts for 15 per cent of 
GDP in Rwanda in 2017. Burundi’s GDP is driven by 
the primary and services sector up to 44 and 44,3 
per cent while the manufacturing sector accounts for 
11,8 per cent of GDP. With a growth rate increasing 
from 1,8 per cent to 4,6 per cent in 2010, the 
primary sector was the principal driver of the 
economic growth, mainly due to an increase in 
coffee exports in 2010, compared to the drop 
recorded in the manufactures and services sector. In 
2017, the primary sectors in Burundi were slightly 
low at 39,5 per cent, services a Percentage higher at 
45,3 per cent while the manufacturing sector also 
grew to 15,1 per cent of GDP.  

In Kenya, the services sector accounts for 64,1 per 
cent of GDP while the manufactured and primary 
sector amounts respec2vely 23,2 and 12,6 per cent 
in 2010. The primary and manufacturing sector 
accoun2ng for 23,2 and 12,6 per cent is the primary 
component of the economic growth in 2010. With 
7,8 per cent growth in 2010, the manufacturing 
contributed to Kenya's growth mainly due to the 
increase in food, beverages and tobacco industries 
by 12 per cent. In 2017, Kenya's services sector 
dropped to 54, per cent of GDP while the 
manufacture registered remained at 22 per cent and 
primary sector at 24 per cent in 2017. 

Uganda's economic growth is mainly accountable for 
the growth in the manufacturing sector accoun2ng 
for 12, 8 per cent of GDP increasing to 8,9 per cent 
in 2010 compared to 5,8 per cent in 2009, While 
accoun2ng respec2vely to 62,4 and 24,8 per cent, 
the services and primary sector registered a slow 
growth with 5,8 and 2,1 per cent in 2010 (African 
Economic Outlook, 2011). In 2016, coffee, cocoa 
beans, cement and solid cane, beet sugar were led 
the country’s agriculture export products to the East 
Africa region. In 2017, Uganda's manufacturing 
sector dropped to 54, per cent of GDP while the 
manufacture registered strong growth accoun2ng for 
36.9 per cent and primary sector 24 per cent in 
2017.  

2.3   The composi2on of EAC Trade  

Below are highlights of on the composi2on of trade 
commodi2es, the leading trade partners and 
diversifica2on in the EAC. Intra-regional imports 
cons2tute Mineral fuels, oils, dis2lla2on products 
with 10,4 per cent, salt, sulphur with 9,74 per cent, 
iron and steel with 6,2 per cent, machinery, with 
5,17 per cent and cereals with 4,32 per cent of total 
imports from the region. 

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania are the leading trade 
actors in the EAC region; Kenya and Uganda have 
met with more success than Tanzania in diversifying 
their trade structure. As EACs largest exporter, 
Kenya's main export products to its EAC partners are 
mineral products, which account for 17 per cent of 
Kenya's total exports in 2010. Alongside were iron 
and steel products (7,1 per cent), animal and 
vegetable fats (6,7 per cent), plas2cs and ar2cles 
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thereof (6,3 per cent) and vehicles other than 
railway and tramway (4,6 per cent).  

In contrast, Kenya’s trade structure with the rest of 
the world remains mainly concentrated in primary 
products and tradi2onal markets (European 
countries and new emerging partner countries such 
as UAE, Sudan, and Egypt). Kenya's main exports to 
the rest of the world are fresh food (40 Per cent) and 
minerals (7 Per cent). The deepening and expansion 
of regional integra2on have widened trade 
opportuni2es for Kenyan firms. It was able to 
diversify its export structure and emerge as a 
significant exporter of manufacturing products in the 
Eastern African region. Although rela2vely low, 
Kenya's main import lines include fresh food 
products and manufactured products. Imports of 
cereals amount to 10,8 per cent of Kenya's total 
imports from the EAC region, paper imports account 
for 9,4 per cent, tex2les ar2cles for 7,9 per cent, 
tobacco product for 7,7 per cent, edible vegetables 
for 6,5 per cent and grain, seed, fruit for 6,0 per cent 
of Kenya's total imports from the EAC region in 2010. 

Tanzania and Uganda remain the largest des2na2on 
for Kenya’s exports within the EAC, accoun2ng for 
more than 48,8 per cent and 35,6 per cent of total 
exports and 48,8 and 48,1 per cent of total imports 
in 2010. Burundi and Rwanda do not cons2tute a 
significant export market for Kenya with only 10 per 
cent and 6 per cent of Kenya's total exports in the 
EAC region. 

Intra-regional trade accounts for a significant share 
in Uganda’s overall trade, In Uganda, agro-based 
products remain the main export products to the 
EAC region with coffee, tea, mate and spices 
accoun2ng for 16,6 Per cent of total exports to the 
region, animal and vegetable fat equivalent to 8,1 
Per cent and cereals products up to 7,0 Per cent. 
Nevertheless, cer2fica2on of agriculture products 
and mee2ng the essen2al technical requirements is 
a significant challenge in Uganda. Improving export-
quality management within Uganda – including 
laboratories for tes2ng, cer2fica2on and standards 
development – would improve the compe22veness 
of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises 
(MSMEs). The share of manufactured products in 
Uganda's export structure is increasing, In 2010, 
manufactured products including machinery, boilers, 
represent 6,6 per cent of Uganda’s exports to the 

EAC region, followed by iron and steel product at 6,4 
Per cent and tobacco products at 4,5 Per cent. 

The main category of imports from the EAC region to 
Uganda was mineral products (such as salt, sulphur 
and mineral oils) at 28,5 per cent of imports, 
followed by iron and steel products (6,5 Per cent), 
beverages and spirits (5,9 Per cent) with plas2cs and 
ar2cles thereof accoun2ng for 4,7 Per cent in 
imports from its EAC partners. Although Kenya is 
Uganda's second largest import partner (contribu2ng 
to 11 Per cent to Uganda’s total imports), Uganda is 
mainly expor2ng to Kenya and Rwanda with 44,5 per 
cent and 35,7 per cent of Uganda’s EAC exports in 
2010 going to those countries, respec2vely. Trade 
between Uganda, Tanzania and Burundi is much 
smaller, Uganda’s exports to Tanzania and Burundi 
represent 7,5 Per cent and 12,3 Per cent of Uganda’s 
total share of exports, Uganda imports from Kenya 
up to 90 Per cent of its imports from the EAC region. 

Rwanda exports mainly to Kenya among the EAC 
countries, up to 72,6 Per cent of Rwanda’s total 
exports within the region, With 47,3 Per cent, 
Uganda is Rwanda’s largest import country, followed 
by Kenya and Tanzania with 29,7 Per cent and 22,2 
Per cent of Uganda’s total import within the region in 
2010. 

Tanzania's exports to EAC countries are mainly of 
manufactured goods: fer2lisers (14,2 Per cent), 
mineral fuels and oils (12,2 Per cent), plas2cs and 
ar2cles thereof (10,9 Per cent) and other made 
tex2le ar2cles (7,0 Per cent). The major products 
imported by Tanzania from its EAC partners were 
mineral fuels, vehicles other than railway, tramway, 
machinery. The increase in trade among the EAC 
countries plays a significant role in improving 
Tanzania’s exports. The level of diversifica2on is 
rela2vely high in Tanzania with trade structure 
mainly dominated by manufactured goods. 

In Rwanda, imports from the EAC region have 
increased more rapidly than exports to it. A net 
importer from the EAC, Rwandan imports from the 
block concentrate on minerals like salt, sulphur and 
mineral oils (20,6 per cent), animal and vegetable 
fats (8,6 Per cent),  iron and steel (6,9 Per cent) and 
cereal (6,5 Per cent). Whereas exports to the EAC 
countries are concentrated on tradi2onal 
commodi2es such as coffee, tea, mate and spices, 
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which account for 65 per cent of Rwanda’s exports to 
the EAC region. Kenya is a significant trade partner 
for Rwanda and Uganda. It is worth no2ng that trade 
figures among these countries include re-exports, 
given that Uganda and Rwanda are landlocked 
countries, Trade with Kenya accounts for the lion's 
share of Rwanda's EAC trade.  

Burundi's share of EAC trade rose to 4.2 per cent in 
2012 has grown from the share of 2.6 per cent 
recorded in 2010. Total intra-EAC trade increased by 
20.5 per cent reaching the highest value of $ 4.4 
billion. Its export performance depends heavily on 
fresh food products and specifically tea, which, 
accounts for 95 Per cent of agricultural exports and 
55 Per cent of exports in the EAC countries. Its other 
exports include raw hides and skins, iron and steel, 
Imports play a significant role in Burundi (IGIHE 
2013)  

The country imports a wide variety of goods. 
Minerals and manufactured goods represent 18 and 
30 Per cent of imports from the EAC region, 
respec2vely. Burundi's import structure reflects its 
weak manufacturing base and its modest domes2c 
market. 

Figure 4: Share of export in the EAC  

Sources: Calcula2ons based on Trade Map data, 2011 

According to the trade compe22veness index, the 
E A C c o u n t r i e s h a v e a r e l a 2 v e l e v e l o f 
complementarity and compe22veness with an 
average index for the region of 23,2. The 
compe22veness index, ranging from 0 to 100, measures 
the similarity between the export structure of a country 
and the import structure of another country. The higher 
the index between two countries, the higher the product 
complementary between the two countries. The 
excep2ons are Rwanda and Burundi with an average 
index of 8,2 because efforts to diversify both their 
trade partner and goods beyond tradi2onal products 
(such as coffee and tea) have not yielded strong 
enough results, Kenya and Uganda’s structure 
corresponds to that of their EAC partner countries, 
with an average index of 23,5 and 22,6, respec2vely, 
in 2010.  

3.			Survey	Results		

3.1  Companies’ percep2ons of NTMs within the EAC 

The following summarises the cases of burdensome 
NTMs and POs affec2ng the EAC exports of Kenya, 
Rwanda and Uganda. The surveyed EAC countries 
report burdensome NTM mainly while trading with 
their central export des2na2on market, except for 
Kenya (Figure 4). To enter the OECD market, EAC 
exporters must meet many interna2onal standards 
to ensure consumer health, environmental 
protec2on or na2onal security. These trade 
requirements tend to be more stringent, par2cularly 
with the growing awareness about climate change or 
fair trade issues among the OECD countries. It is a 
challenge for any EAC countries to meet these 
requirements since it requires essen2al investment 
in trade-related infrastructure such as storages 
facili2es, tes2ng laboratories. 

Of the 764 Kenyan expor2ng and impor2ng 
companies interviewed, 563 said they face or have 
faced difficul2es complying with NTMs in the past 
one year. The NTMs cases that Kenyan firms report as 
prohibi2ve and caused by Kenyan rules, regula2ons, and 
procedures is higher than the ones reported in 
partner countries. 31,7 per cent of the NTM cases 
Kenyan firms reported originate from Kenya. 27,4 
per cent of NTMs reported by Kenyan firms arises 
from OECD countries and a further 19,3 per cent 
from East African Community partners.  
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In Uganda and Rwanda, trade restric2ons arising in 
the home country were less relevant - just 0,2 per 
cent in Uganda and 9,3 per cent in Rwanda. In these 
countries, the percep2on is that of burdensome 
NTMs come from the OECD and EAC region. The 
survey finds the share of reported NTM cases 
considered damaging in the OECD is unusually high 
for Rwandan companies, amoun2ng to 49,4 per cent 
of NTMs reported in our survey. The OECD's share of 
difficult cases reported by Ugandan exporters is also 
rela2vely high, at 37,9 per cent, comparing to Kenya 
where reported NTM cases in the OECD countries 
account for just 27,4 per cent of cases.  

The three EAC countries survey face rela2vely fewer 
trade barriers when trading with partners in the 
COMESA region and the rest of Africa than in trading 
within the EAC itself. The reason appears to be that 
rela2vely few EAC companies exports to the broader 
COMESA and rest of Africa markets, giving fewer 
chances for the percep2on of burdensome NTM to 
arise than in the exports des2na2on countries within 
the EAC itself. 

Figure 4: Share of NTM cases faced by expor2ng 
companies in Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda by region 

Sources: ITC survey on NTMs 

For Kenyan firms, NTMs encountered in Uganda and 
Tanzania account for the highest share of reported 
cases, at 8,5 and 8,6 per cent respec2vely. This is not 
surprising since Uganda and Tanzania are Kenyan 
firms' main export des2na2on in total trade, 
Compared to the total reported NTMs, Kenyan firms' 
percep2on of burdensome NTM is more significant 
in Uganda and Tanzania with 16,6 per cent, and 16,9 
per cent of total reported NTM within the EAC 
region. Of the reported NTM cases within the EAC 
region, the share of Ugandan and Rwanda 
companies facing barriers in Kenya is significant with 

21,6, and 27,6 per cent of total EAC reported NTM 
cases. 

Whether a firm resides in the home or host country, 
it cannot escape procedural obstacles linked to 
obliga2ons encountered by expor2ng companies in 
their efforts to sa2sfy the condi2ons to meet non-
tariff measures. The procedural obstacles that raise 
the cost of trade in the region also limit the modest 
scale of trade within the EAC. 

Figure 5: Share of NTM cases faced by expor2ng 
companies in Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda in the EAC 

Sources: ITC survey on NTMs 

For Kenyan and Rwandan firms, procedural obstacles 
are a significant impediment to exports. For Kenyan 
exporters, 55,4 per cent of barriers happens within 
Kenya. Kenyan expor2ng companies face further 
procedural obstacles in the EAC region (19,6 per cent 
of reported cases, and with the OECD countries (12,3 
per cent), Procedural obstacles affec2ng Kenya’s 
imports from the OECD accounted for 12,5 per cent 
(Figure 6). 

In Rwanda, procedural obstacles are mainly faced in 
the country with 32,3 per cent of total procedural 
obstacles faced by the country and in the OECD 
region with 32,7 per cent of total procedural 
obstacles faced by the country whereas domes2c 
cases of procedural obstacles are mainly affec2ng 
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Rwanda’s l imports with 51,7 per cent. Of the 530 
Rwandan expor2ng and impor2ng companies 
interviewed, 393 said they face or have faced 
difficul2es complying with NTMs in the past one 
year.  

Figure 6: Share of PO cases affec2ng Kenya, Rwanda and 
Uganda exports by region 
Sources: ITC survey on NTMs 

Domes2c procedural obstacles affec2ng Kenyan 
exports target exports to the EAC (73,9 per cent). In 
Rwanda, the concentra2on is even higher. 88% of 
procedural obstacles arising in Rwanda affect exports 
intended for its EAC partners. 

Far fewer obstacles affec2ng Kenya’s companies 
involved NTMs imposed by their foreign partners: 
9,1 per cent related to Ugandan measures and 12,5% 
to Tanzanian NTMs. Of the 504 Tanzanian expor2ng 
and impor2ng companies interviewed, 373 said they 
face or have faced difficul2es complying with NTMs 
in the past one year.  
  
Figure 7: Share of PO cases affec2ng Kenya, Rwanda 
and Uganda exports within the EAC region 

Source: ITC survey 

3.2   Cases of burdensome NTMs and POs 
affec2ng Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda imports  

Much like on the expor2ng side, most reported 
NTMs on imports occur in the domes2c country 
rather than arising from trading partners' rules and 
regula2ons. The share of NTM cases with regards to 
imports arising from the home country is unusually 
high in Kenya, at 93,7 per cent, followed by Rwanda, 
where the figure is 65,2 per cent. 

Very few cases of NTMs reported by Kenyan 
impor2ng companies originate from its EAC trade 
partners (0,3%) and few again (3,4 per cent) 
originate from the OECD region. Kenya imports more 
from the OECD region than from the EAC region, so 
companies have more interac2ons liable to give rise 
to burdensome NTM on imports from the OECD 
region than the EAC region. 31,8 per cent of the 
NTMs reported by Rwandan companies originates in 
their EAC partners, notably Tanzania (17,9 per cent) 
and Kenya (9,2 per cent). 

4.			Discussion	

A primary aim of Africa’s ambi2ous effort is the 
expansion of intra-African trade by lowering the 
trade barriers to goods and services while 
encouraging the movement of people throughout 
the con2nent. But in the current In a global context 
of looming trade wars, expected increases in tariffs 
and welfare losses, Milasoa Chérel-Robson (ATDF 
2018) contemplates that Africa's 2ny share of global 
manufacturing produc2on and trade is likely to raise 
further ques2ons on what the signature of the 
African Con2nental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) is and 
means for the con2nent's future.  One per2nent 
ques2on is whether the AfCFTA can deliver on Africa-
wide industrial development? These include the 
need for a greater understanding of how the 
provisions of the AfCFTA could support the diverse 
range of African countries in their efforts to set on a 
sustainable path for industrial development.  

Notwithstanding the historical significance of the 
confidence shown by African leaders in the benefits 
that it brings, the AfCFTA comes with burning 
ques2ons:  

1. What is at stake in the AfCFTA?  

2. How reliable is the AfCFTA to deliver? 

3. The governance and effec2veness of the 
ins2tu2ons. 

Challenges in transla2ng the AfCFTA into industrial 
development also depend on the ins2tu2onal 
capacity to implement it as well as on progress on 
good governance across the con2nent. These would 
inform on the likelihood of the AfCFTA’s ability to be 
more than a mere poli2cal intent as stated in its 
companion document. 
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Trade allows more efficient allocation of national 
resources. But the optimal extent of trade is to be 
determined by decisions about costs and benefits 
of production and consumption at the margin. From 
the1960’, Africa’s approach to regional integra2on 
was informed by development strategies of the 
‘deteriora2on of terms of trade’ (Singer, 1950), 
industrialisa2on through ‘import subs2tu2on' and 
trade as a development engine (Prebish, 1950).  

The prolifera2on of non-tariff barriers in the EAC 
risks nullifying any increases in regional trade 
resul2ng from the phasing out of tariffs and quota 
reduc2ons. A concern raised by a business 
representa2ve in Kenya is that the implementa2on of 
the EAC customs union would have liale impact on 
export opportuni2es in Tanzania since exports are 
‘always subjected to suspended du2es’. 

Transforma2ve is the word most commonly used 
when people refer to the African Con2nental Free 
Trade Area (Chaytor, B., ATDF 2018) However, many 
including the World Bank are lep wondering how 
come leaders publicly and, by and large, genuinely 
pledge support for integra2on, but real barriers to 
trade remain in place? (World Bank 2012). For 
example, all believe that the free movement or 
mobility of business people is essen2al to trade 
freely. S2ll, disagreements among the same leaders 
and their na2onal governments are hindering the 
EAC and the SADC to adopt a regional labour 
mobility agreement (Bruegel 2018). 

As the EAC countries make efforts to industrialise, at 
the same 2me member countries are prone to 
adop2ng protec2onist measures when they feel that 
their efforts are being undermined. The reason could 
be rooted in the approach and strategies that 
countries adopt to embark on integra2on. 
Integra2on as a tool within regional development 
strategy has been applied using approaches such as 
a) integra2on by the market, b) complex integra2on, 
c) the func2onal approach, and d) the structural 
approach. 

Africa’s approach to integra2on is remarkably 
different from the func2onalism and neo-
func2onalism approach adopted by European 
countries. Func2onalism is where na2ons maximise 
their interest assisted by interna2onal organisa2ons 
based on func2onal rather than territorial principles.  

In the func2onalist approach, economic integra2on 
is the first step towards a poli2cal union to guarantee 
peace and Neo-func2onalism emphasises the role of 
ins2tu2ons in furthering integra2on. 

Also, Africa’s integra2on is different from integra2on 
between developed countries, which is built on 
exis2ng growth, and interdependence of high 
technological levels of produc2on. It is why the most 
cri2cal obstacles to south-south integra2on for 
African countries, are the lack of growth 
opportuni2es. This and the absence of large 
developed economies in the neighbourhood show 
that effec2ve regional integra2on is more than 
merely signing agreements and removing tariffs. By 
crea2ng a Con2nental Free Trade Zone, Africa hopes 
to achieve its long-standing goals of integra2on 
(Benefits of AfCFTA-UNECA). However, it will come 
down to addressing on-the-ground constraints that 
paralyse the daily opera2ons of ordinary producers 
and traders. Conten2ous viola2ons of customs rules 
have shown how domes2c interests can stall 
integra2on efforts as has happened in 2012, the 
poten2al for trade wars between Kenya, Tanzania 
and Uganda is a challenge for the East African 
Community's economic integra2on agenda. For 
example, when Kenya accused Ugandan traders of 
repackaging sugar bought cheaply from outside the 
region and selling it in Kenya as Ugandan products. In 
retalia2on, Kampala banned Kenyan beef and beef 
products. Allega2ons that Tanzanian traders had 
repackaged and relabelled rice bought cheaply from 
Asia, Uganda added an 18% value-added tax (VAT) on 
rice imports from Tanzania. 

Sustaining the integra2on process between African 
countries would also require fundamental structural 
changes necessary for boos2ng economic growth. 
These include effec2ve regulatory mechanisms to 
capitalise on economic poten2al, strengthening 
ins2tu2ons to enforce exis2ng regula2ons and 
prevent traders from circumven2ng the system.[15] 

The EAC made significant steps towards economic 
integra2on when it removed internal customs tariffs 
in 2010, and established a common external tariff 
(CET) for imports into the member countries in 2015 
making it the best regional performer based on the 
forecast of average annual GDP growth of 6 per cent 
over the 2016-18. North Africa follows with 3.8 per 
cent, Central Africa forecast to expand by an average 
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of 2.9 per cent, West Africa with an average annual 
growth of 1.9 per cent and Southern Africa with an 
average yearly growth of only 1.6 per cent over the 
same period (IMF 2016).[16] However, there are s2ll 
challenges. Boos2ng economic growth in the long 
term will require enterprises that grow. One such 
area is in the services sector. Trade in services 
presents opportuni2es for growth and job crea2on in 
Africa.  

Domes2c regulatory hurdles and trade barriers 
con2nue to fragment the services markets, and the 
cost of trading in services is high. Uniform standards 
in services trade can improve the quality, 
completeness, and comparability of informa2on.[17] 
However, when common interna2onal standards are 
applied equally to large and small firms, SMEs could 
find it costly to use audi2ng and accoun2ng services. 
There is a need to support SMEs ac2vely.   

Making Regional Integra2on Work for SMEs 

Deeper regional integra2on is considered a powerful 
tool to build markets, generate new opportuni2es 
for growth, job crea2on and improved living 
standards. However, for many developing countries, 
SME's are the "missing link" that is preven2ng them 
from embarking on the path to inclusive and 
sustainable economic growth and development[18] 
and linking to regional and interna2onal markets. 
Romer (1987, 1990) offers an array of policy tools to 
policymakers in developing countries to restore the 
missing link and spur structural transforma2on and 
s2mulate growth.[19] The prospect of capturing 
posi2ve externali2es (Idem) and spillover effects 
from innova2ve enterprises is an essen2al aspect of 
the model (Romer 1986). 

Leveraging the benefits of regional integra2on 
remains a cri2cal part of any enterprise development 
strategy. As the Doha round of mul2lateral trade 
talks con2nues to struggle to advance, nego2a2ons 
at the bilateral and regional level con2nue to 
proliferate. Nonetheless, the prolifera2on of 
economic integra2on ini2a2ves has proven that 
re g i o n a l i nte g ra2 o n ca n co n2 n u e a p a c e 
independently of the slow pace of mul2lateral trade 
nego2a2ons.  

The central role of the na2on-state as an economic 
unit is slowly giving way to strategic alliances that 

harness knowledge and resources through 
integra2on. 

Regional economic integra2on is a powerful tool in 
efforts to improve the efficiency of resource 
alloca2on, speeding technology transfer and 
enhancing local standards of living. Also, yet the 
realisa2on has slowly dawned on policymakers that 
na2onal borders present considerably more 
significant impediments to regional integra2on than 
had previously been imagined. 

Among the common objec2ves and tangible 
outcomes that regional integra2on can accomplish is 
encouraging economic transforma2on by: 

1. Facilita2ng regional trade, such as by 
simplifying and expedi2ng border procedures;  

2. Pu\ng in place customs unions; 

3. Working towards common markets and 
economic union[21] 

4. Facilitate market entry. 

A global and regional economic integra2on strategy 
must incorporate the crea2on of trade and 
investment rela2ons with the construc2on of ac2ve 
(regional) markets by enhancing the produc2ve 
capaci2es of developing countries in Africa and 
beyond. For example, central to South Africa's trade 
policy has been its support for a coherent industrial 
development policy that involves systema2c and 
con2nued technological upgrading of the produc2ve 
sector and helps move South African firms towards 
producing higher value-added and more knowledge-
intensive products and services. In this respect, Rules 
of Origin, standard se\ng and work on trade 
facilita2on are cri2cal components of an integra2on 
strategy targe2ng development outcomes. 

The regional integra2on process is a cri2cal part of 
efforts to reduce transport and energy costs, exploit 
economies of scale, develop viable service 
industries, promote foreign direct investment, 
encouraging labour mobility and expand markets for 
trade. These processes expand the opportuni2es 
open to local entrepreneurs, making regional 
integra2on a vital piece of the broader Enterprise 
Development Agenda. 

When such policies fail, it is generally due to the 
absence of demand awareness, with state planners 
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pushing producers including through preferen2al 
agreements into areas that do not support the 
sustainable transforma2on of the economy or 
interna2onal buyers are not interested. 
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